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ABSTRACT 
The main objective of this study is to reexamine and evaluate current cultural 
frameworks employed in the discourse on Aksumite culture. The critical study of these 
frameworks (involving the scrutiny of radiometric, numismatic, historical and 
archaeological evidence) reveals that only a few are reliable. A revised cultural 
framework constructed from reliable sources shows that Aksumite culture has undergone 
an unbroken sequence of social development from the late second millennium BC to the 
late first millennium AD, with manifestations of the culture appearing several centuries 
earlier than previously thought. Moreover, models of Aksumite state formation are 
examined in light of this new framework, and reveal the importance of local processes in 
the rise of the Aksumite state. 
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During the heyday of the Roman Empire, a northeast African people called the 
Aksumites established a complex society with a strong military, economic and 
administrative reach. The Aksumites were best known for their control over one of the 
ancient world's great arteries of commerce - the Red Sea. Their links with other ancient 
peoples, whether through military campaigns, trading enterprise, or cultural and 
ideological exchange, made them "part and parcel of the international community of the 
time" (Munro-Hay 1991:5). 
Studies of Aksumite Culture 
Although early travelers and historians had published numerous observations of 
Aksumite monuments, history and material culture (Alvarez 1557; Bruce 1790; Bent 
1893; Littmann 1904; Bezold 1905; Conti Rossini 1910), Aksumite studies came to the 
world's attention with the Deutsche-Aksum Expedition (DAE) of 1906. Led by the 
prolific Semitic scholar Enno Littmann, this expedition produced four .extensive volumes, 
containing ethnographic observations, detailed surveys of the Aksumite realm, and plans 
and drawings of ancient Aksumite monuments and inscriptions (Littmann et al. 1913). 
The next decades saw admirable attempts at a synthesis of the growing historical 
and archaeological corpus on Aksumite culture (Kammerer 1926; Conti Rossini 1928; 
Monneret de Villard 1938). After the creation of the French-Ethiopian Institute of 
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Archaeology in the 1950s, increased excavations greatly enlarged the corpus of available 
data (Leclant 1959; de Contenson 1959, 1961, 1963; Anfray 1963, 1968, 1973; Drewes 
1967). 
The 1970s and 1990s saw the launch of international projects with well defined 
research designs - an aspect the French-Ethiopian Institute lacked. These included the 
British Institute in East Africa (BIEA) expeditions of 1972-74, and 1993-97 at Aksum 
(Chittick 1976; Munro-Hay 1989; Phillipson 2000), the Pennsylvania State University's 
(PSU) 1973-74 survey work in the Aksum-Yeha region (Michels 1988, 2005), the 
Instituto Universitario Orientale/ Boston University's 1993-2003 work at Bieta Giyorgis 
and surroundings (Fattovich & Bard 1994, Fattovich et al. forthcoming), Hamburg 
University's 1999-2000 excavations near the Cathedral precinct (Ziegert 2000), and 
University of Florida's (UFL) pioneering work at the Ona sites in the Greater Asmara 
area (Schmidt & Curtis 2001, Curtis 2005). 
These excavations have begun to illuminate many aspects of Aksumite society. 
The BIEA' s work at Aksum has confirmed the function of Aksumite carved stele as 
markers for graves with elaborate sub-structures (Phillipson 2000). The Hamburg 
University expedition has given us a glimpse at industrial-size Aksumite crafts (Ziegert 
2000), whereas the IUO/BU's work at Bieta Giyorgis has helped characterize early 
Aksumite society preceding full-fledged statehood (Fattovich et al. 2000, forthcoming). 
Archaeological surveys west of Aksum (Shire area) and around greater Asmara (Eritrea) 
have also revealed the existence of related societies (Tekle 1997, 2002; Schmidt & Curtis 
2001; Curtis 2005). Unfortunately, these recent findings have yet to be incorporated into 
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a major synthesis on Aksumite culture, with the last successful synthesis coming from the 
1960s (Kobishchanov 1979). 
Indeed, even after a century of serious scholarship, some elements of Aksumite 
culture are not well understood. For example, when did a distinct Aksumite culture 
emerge? How exactly did the Aksumite state arise? Was it mainly due to its location at 
the junction of trade routes? Or did agricultural surplus play the primary role? 
Aims of this study 
The main objective of this study is to reexamine current cultural frameworks used 
in discussing Aksumite culture. I believe the uncritical acceptance of these frameworks 
has hindered fruitful discourse by preventing scholars from addressing questions similar 
to those posed above. 
After defining what I term "Aksumite" culture, I provide a summary of current 
knowledge on the topic (Chapter 2). I shall then examine the basis of Aksumite cultural 
frameworks (Chapter 3). This study, involving the scrutiny of chronometric, numismatic, 
historical and archaeological sources, reveals that only a few are reliable. The results of 
this critical analysis will then be employed to synthesize a revised cultural framework 
(Chapter 4). 
The revised cultural framework purports that Aksumite culture underwent two 
millennia of unbroken social development from the late second millennium BC to the late 
first millennium AD, with manifestations of the culture appearing several centuries 
earlier than previously thought. Using this cultural framework and currently available 
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evidence, I shall then assess existing models for the rise of the Aksumite state (Chapter 
5), preliminary findings of which reveal the importance of local processes in the rise of 
the Aksumite state. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
REVIEWING AKSUMITE CULTURE 
Aksumite Culture: A Definition 
The method for distinguishing "Aksumite" culture in the historical and 
archaeological record (spanning more than two millennia (1200 BC - AD 1300), and 
within an area covering present-day northern Ethiopia and Eritrea), is based on a review 
of Aksumite language, subsistence, crafts, and, most importantly, religion. 
Language 
Although Greek was mostly used for official and religious Aksumite inscriptions, 
the language of Aksumite society was most probably a form of proto-Ge'ez and, later, 
Ge'ez (Classical Ethiopic). Elements of Proto-Ge'ez language appear by the middle of 
the first millennium BC in inscriptions using the South Arabian script (Drewes 1962; 
Ephraim & Felder 1988). Earlier inscriptions in the same script appear to be in a South 
Arabian language, and could be interpreted as the use of a regional lingua franca by the 
Aksumite elite (in much the same way as Greek was used in the early first millennium 
AD). 
The first well-dated Ge'ez inscription comes from the third century AD in the 
coinage of the Aksumite Emperor Wazeb (Munro-Hay & Juel-Jensen 1995). However, 
Ge'ez inscriptions on the Matara stele and Emperor Gedara's bronze votive object could 
well date to the first and second centuries AD (Drewes 1962; de Contenson 1959). 
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At the same time, with the rise of the Aksumite state around the beginning of the 
common era, other languages (Beja, Agaw) begin being incorporated into Aksumite 
culture and become manifest with the evolution of Amharic, Tigrigna and other modem 
Ethiopian languages. 
Subsistence 
Although some scholars regard the "highland agricultural complex" as the main 
subsistence of Aksumite society (Finneran 1999), the importance of pastoralism is seen in 
the cattle figurines from the middle first millennium BC sites of the Ona and Hawlti area 
(de Contenson 1961; Curtis 2005). Hence, Aksumite culture appears to have been one 
that primarily practiced a mix of highland agriculture with lowland pastoralism for 
subsistence. As a culture rarely restricts itself to one type of subsistence, this should not 
be surprising. By the first millennium AD more lowland areas, such as the salt mines of 
the east, were most probably incorporated into the empire, in tum diversifying Aksumite 
forms of subsistence. 
Crafts 
As will be discussed in the section on ceramics in Chapter 3, Aksumite containers 
show marked continuity throughout the centuries. Bronze also appears to have been used 
in ingenious applications for local needs (such as lamps, administrative seals and stele 
plaques). Most importantly, in Aksumite stone working, the motifs of first millennium 
BC incense burners are very similar to Aksumite domestic and mortuary architecture of 
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the early first millennium AD, and continue to be seen in Christian carved churches of the 
late first millennium AD. 
Religious Belief 
Aksumite inscriptions and mortuary practices give an early glimpse into belief 
systems. Although we lack strong contextual data from most sites, the following 
observations hold true. 
Pantheon of Deities 
The earliest inscriptions from Y eha (early-middle first millennium BC) list a 
conglomeration of South Arabian and local gods (Astar, Habas, Det Haman, Rabi, 
Shamin, Tsadqan, and Sheyhin). A couple of centuries later, two sets of gods are 
distinguished- those of the elite (Almouqah, Ares, Poseidon) and those seemingly of the 
larger society (Aster, Beher, Meder, Mahrem). Interestingly, only the second sets of gods 
are evidenced in later Aksumite inscriptions and coinage. By the sixth century AD, this 
pantheon of gods had been gradually replaced by Egzi 'abe her "Lord of the Native land," 
a Christian counterpart of the earlier Aksumite god Beher. The Aksumites had 
experimented with several god names before settling on Egzi 'abeher, including 
Egzi 'asemay "Lord of the Heavens", and Egzi 'ameder "Lord of the Earth" (Bemand et al 
1991) 
Nature of Temples 
The prevalent norm was to build temples in higher ground as can be seen in the 
early first millennium BC temple at Y eha. This practice continued well into the late first 
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millennium AD with the construction of churches in similar terrain. Nevertheless, there 
were architectural differences in the earlier and later temples, although it could be equally 
argued that the presence of few temples from the first millennium BC skews the 
comparison. However, the combined religious and economic nature of the early pre-
Christian temples appears to have persisted well into Christian times. 
Ritual feasting after burial 
This can be seen in the offering of foodstuffs held in ceramic jars in burials at the 
early first millennium BC site of Y eha (Anfray 1968) and middle first millennium AD 
Aksum (Phillipson 2000). Moreover, the recovery of considerable faunal materials near 
burials at Aksum points to the prevalence of this practice (Cain 2000). 
One could perhaps make a case that each of the characterizations is too general, 
and could very well apply to larger regional culture in the Hom of Africa. However, I 
would argue that the combination of all four characteristics (language, subsistence, crafts 
and religion) is only found in the area of the ancient Aksumite heartland - present-day 
north Ethiopia and Eritrea forms a cultural complex. 
I have divided the ensuing review of Aksumite culture into three sections -
Aksumite realm, political cohesivity, and relations with neighboring peoples. Although 
broad discussions on settlement patterns, material culture and ideology is central to a 
review of any culture, the Aksumite data at hand is very site-specific and is not of a 
sufficient regional scale. However, I shall indirectly deal with Aksumite material culture 
in chapter three. 
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Defining the Aksumite Realm 
Although the geographic area controlled by Aksumite society varied through the 
centuries, at its largest extent, in the sixth century AD, it is believed to have stretched 
(North to South) from present-day Sudan to Somalia and (East to West) from Sudan to 
Yemen across the Red Sea- an estimated area of 100,000 square kilometers1• However, 
research has focused mostly in the core area of Aksumite culture (Aksum), as can be seen 
in Figure 1, which shows most of the sites mentioned in the text. 
As early as the mid-first millennium BC, inscriptions from Yeha and surroundings 
refer to the eastern and western regions of "D 'amat" - one of the earliest political polities 
in the Aksumite realm. These regions probably extended from north central Ethiopia to 
southern Eritrea (Bernard et al. 1991 ). 
In the Periplus of the Erythrean Sea, a sailor's manual allegedly composed in the 
first century AD, the Aksumite realm extended on the coast from Ptolemais to Bab-el 
Mendeb, and inland to the west of the 'Nile' (Casson 1989). However, the Periplus 
actually describes the territories of Zoskales, who is believed to have been an Aksumite 
ruler. 
The topography of this vast territory ranged from the barren seacoast of the 
eastern lowlands to the fertile valleys of the central highlands. Cosmas, a sixth century 
traveler, remarked how weather changed drastically along with the topography - from the 
hot dry air of the Adulis seacoast to the wet moist breeze of Aksum's highland plateau. 
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Figure I: The Aksumite cultural area (after Munro-Hay 1989: 9). 
Archaeological sites are distinguished from modern settlements by the use of a solid dot. 
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Although previous studies have stressed the importance of highland agricultural 
subsistence, Aksumite economy probably depended equally on the lowlands areas on 
both sides of the Red Sea2• Besides the rich gold mines of the Eastern desert of the Nile, 
salt and cattle were abundant in the Ethiopian lowlands, whereas the incense rich Arabian 
Lowlands produced a prized temple commodity. 
Surveys by Godet, Michels, and Tekle have produced a good picture of the 
distribution of Aksumite sites and artifacts in northeast Africa (Godet 1977, 1982; Tekle 
2001; Michels 2005). While the ruins of Rora Alba and Arartu in North Eritrea mark the 
northernmost Aksumite sites, finds of Aksumite thrones have been reported at Meroe and 
the Shendi reach (Munro-Hay 1991). Recent survey by Tekle and colleagues has 
extended the western limits of Aksumite occupation past Shire towards the Sudanese 
border (Finneran 2003). The southern most sites are still believed to be the Aksumite 
ruins near Lake Ashange in Wollo, although claims of sites further south have not been 
duly examined3. 
On the other side of the Red Sea, we have the ruins of the Marib dam in Yemen, 
maintained in working order by troops from the Aksumite state, as well as possible 
remains of Aksumite architecture at the Hadramaut capital of Shabwa (Gentelle 1991; 
Munro-Hay 1991b). Aksumite graffiti and stone carvings are also found scattered in the 
2 Theories on the "Highland agricultural complex" are explained in detail by Niall Finneran and mentioned 
fleeting by other authors (Finneran 1999, Philipson 1999, Munro-Hay 1991 ). 
3 One interesting report comes from Geta (Sheikh Bushra), 400 kms from Aksum (where an Aksumite style 
lion is carved onto the hills) and Yeka Michael church ruins at Addis Ababa (Anfray 1968). 
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Socotra Islands and present-day Oman, indicating the farthest extent of Aksumite 
occupation (Insoll 2001 ). 
Population estimates for the Aksumite realm have ranged from two to ten million 
(Kobishchanov 1979, Munro-Hay 1991 ). Even the lowest estimate, by ancient standards, 
is large4. While Kobishchanov used royal inscriptions about public rations to estimate the 
lower figure, Munro-Hay used a settlement-pattern perspective to obtain ten million. 
However, scholars have yet to reach a consensus on the most plausible estimate. 
Michels' novel use of ethnographic household size and artifact scatter to estimate 
the population of individual hamlets appears more promising5 (Michels 2005). Once 
more scholars start employing similar methods to estimate the population of their sites, 
we can place the population of the Aksumite realm in a more quantitative manner. 
According to inscriptions, societies under the Aksumite state included the 
Arrabitai, Kinaidokolpitai, Himyar, Raydan, and Sabaens in the South Arabian 
peninsula, the Sa/hen, Atalmo, Lasine, Zaa, Gabala, Tsiyamo, Taggaitai, Annine, Metine, 
Sesea, Rausai, So/ate, Bega, Kasu along the Nile, and the Habashat (Ethiopians), 
Agwezat, Aksumites, Sasou, Gaze, Agame, Sigyen, Aua, Ziggabene, Aggabe and Weytag 
around Aksum (Bernand et al 1991 ). 
While many of these, such as the Himyar, Sabaens, and Agwezat were attested as 
state-level societies, scholars have termed the other "peoples" (Hendrickx 1989, 
Kobishchanov 1979). Possible Aksumite boundary markers (dewel) for delineating these 
4 Estimate for Roman Egypt population at this time was four million (Shaw 2000). 
5 In his study of the Aksum-Yeha area, Michels was able to estimate the region's population growth in 
different periods, reaching 40,000 at the most (Michels 2005). 
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various regions of the realm are now beginning to be noted (Fattovich et al. 2000). 
Administering these regwns and creating a cohesive political structure must have 
required a highly developed system of governance. 
Scholars were once divided as to the fundamental basis of Aksumite economy. 
Nevertheless, there is now some consensus that agriculture played an important role. In 
his impressive survey of Aksumite documents, Kobishchanov was able to show the 
Aksumite monarch's reliance on agricultural tribute (Kobishchanov 1979). 
The existence of an Aksumite monetary economy had been postulated, but not yet 
proven. It is believed that Aksumite coins were fist minted in the late third century AD 
(Munro-Hay & Juel-Jensen 1995) and that the state produced large volumes of coins in 
gold, silver, bronze, as well as bimetallic coins (gold-silver, gold-copper)6• Although it 
was once believed that gold coins were used for international trade (while bronze was 
used for local) the archaeological evidence no longer supports this theory7• 
The diversity of economic crafts practiced by Aksumite society is impressive. 
Metallurgy is attested in all its forms. Finds of iron nails8, arrow and spear heads, 
weights, bars and chains have been reported from sites such as Matara and Bieta Giyorgis 
(Anfray 1971, Fattovich et al. 2000); possible crucibles for copper have been reported 
from Berit Audi (Ziegert 2001); and gold and bi-metallic working has been reported in 
the Tomb of the Brick Arches (Phillipson 2000). Wine presses have also been found at 
6 Possible coin molds have been found at Adulis and Aksum, where local mints were probably located 
(Littmann 1913, Munro-Hay 1989). 
7 Finds of Aksumite bronze coins abound in non-local regions such as Egypt, India and the Near East; 
whereas Gold coins are mostly restricted to areas directly controlled by the Aksumite realm (except for 
finds in India). 
8 Recent ongoing analysis of iron slag from Aksum confirms that it was smelted there (Abdu, forthcoming). 
Iron slag has also been found at Ona sites in the Greater Asmara area (Curtis 2005). 
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sites such as Ashafi (near Aksum) and Abba Libanos Mitsla (North Eritrea). Also, large 
kiln industries have been noted in Enda Cena Dug, Berit Audi, and Mai Qoho (Wilding 
unpublished, Ziegert 2000). 
Equally impressive is the use of numerous stone quarries for public monuments. 
Recent surveys have discovered new quarries for syenite and limestone at Adi Tsehafi, 
Bieta Giyorgis, near Berit Audi and west of Gobo Dura (Fattovich et al. 2000, Tekle 
2001). Also, recent analysis of decorated ivory plaques from the Tomb of the Brick 
Arches shows that the state was not a mere exporter ofbio-goods (Phillipson 2000). 
Perhaps the most significant insight from recent years has been the discovery that 
the Aksumites most probably forged their own glass. The presence of glass slag at Bieta 
Giyorgis and the x-ray fluorescence study of glass artifacts from tombs indicate that most 
of the glass was locally made (Munro-Hay 1989). The use of fuel-intensive lime and 
plaster has also been evidenced at sites such as Mestah Werqi and Ela Negest (Fattovich 
et al. forthcoming). 
Governance and Administration 
It would be prudent here to rectify one common misconception of political 
evolution in the Aksumite realm. Basing their claim on middle first millennium BC 
dedicatory inscriptions, scholars had postulated the existence of the "D'amat" state 
(Anfray 1968; Fattovich 1990; Bernand et al. 1991 ). This state allegedly preceded the 
Aksumite state of the early first millennium AD, with a gap of several centuries between 
the two political entities. 
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While there is no denying the fact that a "ruler (?) of D'amat", and the layout of 
the D'amat realm are mentioned in these few inscriptions, we lack sufficient evidence to 
claim this represented a state-level societ/. Hence, I would argue that the first state-
level entity in the area appeared with the Aksumite state. 
Fortunately, historical sources allow a glimpse into Aksumite notions of 
governance. The 'Ruler' (mukarib) of D'amat is mentioned in the early first millennium 
BC. The 'King-of-Kings' (Negusa-Negest) of Aksum is mentioned as early as the third 
century, although it is not clear whether Aksum lay at the center of a confederacy of 
states or had direct control over other kingdoms. By the mid-fourth century, inscriptions 
show the existence of a complex territorial state exacting tribute from its vast realm 
(Bernand et. al 1991 ). 
The important role of the army is a recurring theme in the accounts of Aksumite 
society. As attested in numerous inscriptions, the rulers made good use of the army for 
administrative purposes. For one, traders were guaranteed safe passage by the placement 
of Aksumite troops along all the major trade routes. 10 In another instance, Aksumite 
troops are mentioned in facilitating the resettlement of a vast majority of people and 
handing out daily rations. 
The numerous public works (roads, dams, and reservoirs) are strong testaments to 
the highly organized nature ofthe Aksumite governance (Littmann 1913). Remains of an 
Aksumite road have been noted northeast of Aksum (Munro-Hay 1989). Water dams and 
9 Convincing evidence would include a settlement pattern showing hierarchy of sites, and political 
administrative units. 
1° Cosmas' sixth century account mentions the use of Agaw regiments to oversee the Western trade for gold 
at Sasu (Merid 1971 ). 
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reservmrs have been attested at May Shum (Aksum), Qohaito (Eritrea), Gudgwad 
Agaziena and Ela Negest (Littmann 1913, Fattovich et al2000). 
There is hardly any solid archaeological evidence for administrative institutions. 
Reports of administrative "palace" structures near Aksum (Enda Semeon, Takha Mariam, 
Enda Michael, Berit Audi, Ona Nagast), at Goulo Makeda (Mesaibet) and Eritrea 
(Matara, Toconda, Qohaito, Addi Kilte, Adulis) should be reassessed functionally 11 • 
Indeed, we are mostly dependent on historical evidence for reconstructing 
Aksumite administration. The state's role in the development of Ge'ez as the official 
administrative language was important in this regard. The Aksumite edicts of Safra and 
Anza, for example, touch on local tribute requirements during visits by the ruler (Bernand 
et. al 1991 ). The few titles of office that have come down to us provide a glimpse into 
the administrative system. 
Mukarib 
This title is employed in the first millennium BC inscriptions from 
the Y eha temple. As the same title was used in South Arabian temples of 
the same period, scholars have interpreted it to mean ruler/priest (Drewes 
1962). The title was associated with the entities of D 'amat and Sab 'a. 
Besides this, there is very little we know about the actual place of the title-
holder in the administrative system. 
Malik 
South Arabian uses of the same title imply kingship. We can not be 
certain as to the meaning of this title in the Aksumite context, but four 
11 Fattovich et al. report finds of round clay tokens as evidence of administrative function at Ona Nagast 
and nearby areas, a theory worth good consideration (forthcoming). 
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separate rulers have been attested with this title, ruling over sr 'n, sryt, and 
yg 'dyn, but never D 'amat. 
Negus (Nejashi) 
Aksumite rulers first assume this title during the second and third 
centuries AD 12• The accounts of Himyaritic princes allied to the 
"Nejashis" of Aksum are found in the Al-Missal inscription of around the 
late second century (Kobishchanov 1979). Gedara, one of the Aksumite 
"Nejashis," is also attested on a royal bronze votive offering to a pre-
Christian temple not far from Aksum (de Contenson 1959). After the 
fourth century, this title starts being used to refer to non-Aksumite rulers 
in the Aksumite realm, such as the Negus of the Agwezat, and Negus of 
the Agaw. Hence, during these later times, this title applied to tributary 
kings, and was only figuratively employed by Aksumite rulers in the 
coinage13 . 
Negusa Negest (Bacileyc Bacilewn) 
First attested in the inscription of King of Kings Sembrouthes in 
the early third century, this title is also used by Ezana in all of his 
inscriptions. In this regard, Ezana employs this title only after the 
declaration of all of his territories, whereas Sembrouthes does not claim 
kingship over each of his territories. By the seventh century, this title 
disappears from the historical record 14• 
12 This was not the first title assumed by rulers from the Aksumite area. As far back as the mid-first 
millennium BC, the mukarib ofYeha and its surroundings are attested from the polity of D 'amat, Aksum's 
likely political predecessor (Bemand et. al 1991 ). 
13 This is supported by Ezana's use of"king" in his coinage and "king of kings" in his inscriptions, perhaps 
adopting to space restriction on the coinage dies (Sergew 1972: 69). 
14 Indeed, even in the sixth century, Kaleb only uses "Negus" in his inscriptions. By the seventh and eighths 
centuries Arabic sources also resort back to "Nejashi". 
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Mere-Serwe 
The Commander of the army signified an important position. The 
holder of this title was most probably selected by the negusa negest from 
the commanders of the various regiments. The Meri-serwe not only led 
expeditions on behalf of the ruler but also assisted in civil resettlements, as 
is described in Ezana's inscriptions. 
Aqabe-Tsentsen 
Literally "the keeper of the Fly-whisk", this office is only attested 
later in manuscripts such as the Book of Aksum. Through the control of 
this emblem of royal power, the holder of this title held an important 
symbolic role in coronation ceremonies and ensuring continuity in 
Aksumite governance. 
Gebez 
This title probably meant "religious official" and is attested as 
early as the first century when the Gebez for Adulis is mentioned. By 
Cosmas' visit in the sixth century, the office still held sway and a "Gebez" 
for Aksum also existed. The office would later be associated solely with 
the Christian church and is mentioned in accounts of Kaleb' s expedition in 
Yemen15 . 
Patriarch 
The role of the Patriarch (and Christianity as a whole) in the 
Aksumite state has perhaps been over-emphasized16. The first Patriarch 
15 The Syriac "Book of the Himyarites" mentions how Kaleb (El-Asbah) constructed a "Gabaz" in Nagran 
after his victory, most probably referring to a church (Moberg 1928). 
16 Present characterization of the Aksumite state, and its later medieval offspring, as a Christian island 
among the sea of Islam is highly incorrect. While it is true that Christianity became the religion of rulers 
after the late fourth century, the same rulers were quite tolerant with other religions, as is reflected in 
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was ordained by the Eastern Church at Alexandria, and, by the lih 
century AD, was almost always a non-Aksumite. He was responsible for 
the expansion of Christianity in the realm, but appears to have had only 
gradual success 17. 
Echege 
The Echege was the Aksumite counterpart of the Patriarch, helping 
facilitate his apostolic mission. One Anbaram is mentioned as the first 
Aksumite Echege and is recounted in later traditions (EMML 634). 
Aqabe-Se 'at 
This "Keeper of the Hours" is attested only later in the twelfth 
century, but the office is believed to have existed in Aksumite times. The 
duties of this office included overseeing the ruler's schedule while at 
court, and during war and tribute-collecting expeditions. 
Hatsanil Hadani 
In two undated inscriptions on one of the throne bases at Aksum, a 
Hatsani Daniel proclaims the subjugation of the Aksumite ruler and 
nearby polities18• While this event has been viewed as the inception of the 
Agaw ruling dynasty, it more probably reflects an internal struggle for the 
Aksumite throne. Hence, the term Hatsan/ 9 was most likely the 
equivalent of the earlier Negusa-Negest. 
Arabic accounts of the seventh and eighth centuries. This myth is probably the outcome of memories of the 
terrible "religious" wars of the sixteenth century (Merid 1971 ). 
17 We have yet to discover edicts and laws concerning Christianity. Also, it took some centuries before 
Christian motifs became pronounced in the archaeological record (Fattovich et al 2000). Rather, 
Christianity in the Aksumite realm was more effectively spread by ascetics. 
18 Scholars have stylistically dated this inscription anywhere from the seventh to eleventh centuries 
(Littmann 1913, Munro-Hay 1991). 
19 By the thirteenth century, this title was modified to Atse, a term used by all the "king-of-kings" that sat 
on the throne- Atse Haile Selassie being the last to holder in 1975. 
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Not unlike other state societies of the time, Aksumite rulers used a myriad of 
methods for legitimacy. The earliest one appears to be that of "descent". As far back as 
the late second century, Aksumite rulers claimed to be sons ofthe "unconquerable" Ares 
- the pan-Hellenic god of war. By the late third century, they are "sons of the 
unconquerable Mahrem"- Ares' Aksumite counterpart. 
The second method for obtaining legitimacy came from group-affiliation. By the 
third century AD, rulers started giving what scholars term their royal nomens20 (Munro-
Hay 1978). Endubis, believed to be the first Aksumite ruler attested in coins, was of the 
"Dakhu", whereas the well-known fourth century ruler Ezana was of the "Alene". It most 
likely appears that these nomens originated from names of Aksumite army regiments, 
earning the ruler loyalty and support from the army. This is supported by the references 
to the "Regiment of Dakhu" a century later in Ezana's inscriptions. Earlier scholars 
believed these were dynasty names on the matrilineal line, but there is no supporting 
evidence (Munro-Hay 1991). 
There are no repeated royal "nomens" in Aksumite sources, failing to support 
notions of distinct ruling dynasties. Indeed, hereditary kingship seems to have been 
witnessed only exceptionally in the historical record.21 Similarly, the evidence for co-rule 
20 This consisted of two Ge'ez (Ethiopic) terms, translated roughly into "Man of X". Interestingly, the 
Aksumites used the Greek script to write these names. 
21 Interestingly, Ezana identifies himself as the "Son of Ella Amida", who is not attested as a ruler. 
Similarly Kaleb goes to great length to declare himselfthe "Son ofTazena", who is only attested in later 
Ethiopian sources. On the other hand, Wazeb III was clearly the son of the sixth century ruler Kaleb and 
remains the only well attested instance of hereditary rule. 
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by the Negusa-Negest is slight and such an arrangement appears to have been more the 
exception rather than the rule. 22 
Some scholars also believe Aksumite rulers obtained legitimacy by maintaining a 
quasi-democratic system which garnered popular following (Phillipson 1998, Munro-Hay 
1991 ). This is allegedly reflected in the throne-names23 and mottoes24 of the Aksumite 
rulers. While this remains a tempting theory, we need further evidence to support it. 
Other claims of legitimacy can be found in the Glory of Kings (Kibre Negest), 
which attributes the origin of Aksumite rulers to the first millennium BC union of 
Solomon and the Queen of Sheba25 • Aksumite rulers also made good use of elaborate 
rituals, such as tribute redistribution, royal processions and coronations. A good account 
of the latter survives in the Book of Aksum (Metshafe Aksum) and in some chronicles and 
hagiographies of the tenth to fifteenth centuries26• 
Aksumite rulers maintained an elaborate mortuary cult - which today dominates 
the surrounding landscape. Archaeological manifestations include shaft tombs (simple, 
stepped and cruciform shaped), simple stele with pit graves (Ona Enda Ahoy Zawge, 
22 Numismatic evidence supports the co-rule ofOusanas and Wazeb II in the early fourth century. 
Similarly, a double throne extant at Aksum hints such an arrangement (Littmann 1913). However, the 
famous reference by the Roman emperor Constantius to the joint Aksumite emperors "Ezana and Saizana" 
is found only in Athanasius' introductory text and not the royal letter. Some have unsuccessfully used the 
Christian legend of "Abraha and Atsbeha" to support notions of Aksumite co-rule (Sergew 1972). 
23 Throne names such as Kaleb's "el-Asbeha" (the enlightener) are believed to have represented the ruler's 
platform for the duration of his reign ( Getatchew 1981 ). 
24 Such mottoes, preserved in inscriptions and coins, included "May this please all", "Happiness and Peace 
to the people" (Munro-Hay & Juel-Jensen 1995). 
25 Although this work is presently thought to be nothing more than a late thirteenth century nation-myth, I 
believe its relevance has not been fully understood. Within the Kibre Negest, one finds allusions to sixth 
century Aksum and Rome, leading one to surmise that, at least, parts of the work were composed during 
that period. Needless to say, a thorough examination of these sixth century elements is in order. 
26 See Bibliography for a list of some of these Ethiopic manuscripts. 
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Gudit field), carved stele marking elaborate sub-structures (Aksum, Matara, Kaskase) as 
well as the barrow-like monument of Nefas Mawcha. 
The erection of large elaborately carved stele was especially symbolic of the 
Aksumite state's ability to pull resources and craftsmen together. This act most probably 
served to also remind the populace of the state's presence. The stele were carved with 
motifs of Aksumite house architecture and terminated with a visible plaque on the apex. 
One such plaque was found at the Tomb of the Brick Arches and was composed of the 
image of a human face surrounded by inscription - a possible representation of the 
interred ruler (Phillipson 2000). 
Among the symbols representing Aksumite governance, many can be seen in the 
coinage. The royal use of the fly-whisk (tsentsen), sash/headcloth, tiara, throne, sword, 
spear, scepter, and shield shows a very developed symbolic repertoire. One royal symbol 
that has survived in the archaeological record is the throne, which was probably erected 
by Aksumite rulers to commemorate events such as victory. Interestingly, beside 
numerous stone thrones at Aksum, Adulis and Nubia, fragments of an ivory throne have 
been discovered27 • Also of interest are the remains of the base of a five meter long metal 
statue in Aksum28 (Littmann 1913). 
With regards to religion, the Aksumite state worshipped a pantheon of local and 
foreign gods. The disk and crescent starts appearing in the late second century as a 
possible manifestation of the Aksumite god Mahrem. This motif is also attested on coins, 
27 The sixth century Roman envoy Nonnus talks of the Aksumite ruler being carried on a throne in 
grocession, most probably referring to the Ivory throne. 
8 Unfortunately, this socketed base has since disappeared from Aksum, and only remains in DAE 
photographs. 
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altars and pottery relief from Aksum, Hawlti Melazo, Hawil Adresaw and Matara 
(Contenson 1958). The alleged temples of Ares/Almouqah/Mahrem have also been found 
at Gobochela, Haoulti and Aba Penteleon (Littmann 1913, Contenson 1961). The disk 
and crescent motif evolved into the sun's rays in the early fourth, and was predominantly 
replaced by the cross by the fifth. Interestingly, hand and staff-crosses later figure as 
royal symbols of power. 
Aksum and its Neighbors 
Foreign lands in contact with Aksum included Egypt and the Roman Empire, 
Persia, the regions along the Indian Ocean, Nubia (Kush), and South Arabia. Although 
Aksumite rulers included the last two regions in their royal nomens, the regions were not 
fully integrated to be considered part of the Aksumite realm29. 
Relations with the Roman Empire were on the whole very cordial. The preserved 
correspondence shows the mutually-beneficial foreign policies that probably grew out of 
prolonged trade among the citizens of these two states30• Indeed, the sixth century Roman 
attempt to convince the Aksumite state to overtake the Persian silk trade illustrates the 
economic basis of the relationship. 
Although the importance of Roman trade is stressed by some scholars (Fattovich 
et al. 2000, Munro-Hay 1991 ), we lack archaeological evidence pointing to significant 
official trade. The presence of Roman terra sigilatta wares, amphorae, faience fragments, 
29 Aksum's fame as a strong military stems from its alleged expedition to destroy Meroe in the fourth 
century AD, and to South Arabia to assist the Christian population in the sixth century AD. 
30 The only exception to this is Constantius' arrogant letter demanding the removal of the Aksumite 
patriarch (Sergew 1972), more can be seen in the foreign historical sources section in Chapter three. 
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gold-leaf and mosaic beads from Egypt on only a handful of Aksumite sites (Aksum, 
Bieta Giyorgis, Matara, Adulis) hardly characterizes state-level trade (Fattovich et al. 
2000). 
The two states definitely exchanged numerous embassies and emissaries31 . An 
edict from the period of Theodosius mentions the maximum number of days for which 
Roman emissaries to the Aksumite realm can get travel allowances, hinting that such trips 
had become more commonplace (Kobishchanov 1979). An interesting development of 
this relationship is the nomination of Alexandrian Patriarchs for the Aksumite church. 
Although there are good accounts for this practice in the fourth century, there is 
insufficient evidence for its continuation throughout Aksumite times32. 
Finds of what "look like" Meroitic artifacts have recently been reported at Bieta 
Giyorgis (Fattovich et al. 2000). Although this evidence has been used to postulate early 
Meroitic trade in the region, it shows nothing more than contact between these 
neighboring regions. 
Interestingly, due to the lack of evidence for South Arabian material culture 
among earlier societies in the Aksumite region, views of a strong South Arabian 
component have been drastically changed. Moreover, scholars have persuasively argued 
for a shared (and not imposed) cultural affinity between the two regions which diverged 
drastically by Aksumite times - as is reflected, for example, in their writing systems 
(Ephraim and Felder 1988). 
31 The earliest Aksumite emissaries were probably those sent to Aurelian in the third century, whereas the 
Romans sent numerous counterparts from the time ofNero to Justinian. 
32 The next available historical source comes only late in the tenth century (Munro-Hay 1999). 
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On the whole, Aksumite relations with Nubia and South Arabia appear one-sided. 
Although numerous official Aksumite inscriptions are today attested at Meroe (Sudan), 
and Marib (Yemen), the same cannot be said ofNubian and South Arabian monuments in 
the Aksumite realm33 . It was only at the beginning of the Islamic era that we have 
historical evidence for South Arabian emissaries coming to Aksum. 
As far as contact with Persia is concerned, we have only indirect evidence. While 
historical sources clearly mention contact between Aksumite and Persian citizens 
(merchants), it is only in sixth century Roman correspondence that we are giVen a 
glimpse of possible Aksumite trade interests in Persia. Finds of Sassanian ware in some 
Aksumite sites have been reported (Wilding 1989). However, there is insufficient 
evidence for inferring official contact between the two states34• 
The same can be said about the Indian Ocean states during this period (Mauryan, 
Kushan, and Sumatra). Finds of Kushan coins in the Adwa region and Indian bronze 
vessels in late first millennium Lalibela have been reported (Mordini 1959, Sergew 
1972). The discovery of Aksumite artifacts in these south Asian areas (and vice versa), 
shows that the Indian Ocean was not much of a barrier35 . What emerges, then, is that 
Aksumite political institutions enabled the administration of a vast realm effectively for 
some centuries, as well as help maintain a well-defined Aksumite culture. 
33 Previously, scholars thought that Aksumite inscriptions in Sabean script represented the presence of a 
Sabean colony in this part of the Red Sea (Sergew 1972). 
34 The alleged portrayal of Aksumites in the relief at Persopo1is dates from the first millennium BC and 
only shows knowledge ofthe region's peoples (Munro-Hay 1991). 
35 Nevertheless, evidence for direct contact with Chinese merchants as early as the first century is slight, 
but possible for the later centuries. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
THE BASIS FOR CURRENT FRAMEWORKS 
Aksumite cultural frameworks are usually anchored to the chronology scholars 
propose (Figure 2). These chronological frameworks are in tum held up by presumed 
fixed points in time. For e.g., Munro-Hay's short chronology is mainly based on 
Aksumite coinage; Michels' long-chronology is based on obsidian dates, while Fattovich 
and Phillipson rely on radiocarbon dates and ceramic analysis to construct their 
framework. These seemingly solid dates are usually dependent upon dates from other 
chronologies 1• Each framework will now be discussed in detail from most recent to 
earliest. 
Fattovich 's Framework 
This is the most recent chronological framework put forward by a seasoned Italian 
scholar. The basis of his framework rests on the detailed excavations of settlements and 
burials at Bieta Giyorgis, as well as a comparative analysis of ceramics within the 
Aksumite realm and surrounding regions. Fattovich characterizes the "pre-Aksumite" 
period as a time of acculturation of the elite to South Arabia ideas and the beginning of 
polities. He uses his close knowledge of ceramics from this period to further divide it into 
three (Fattovich 1980, 1990). The "Early pre-Aksumite" is cross-dated using 
paleography from well-dated South Arabian sites, and is characterized by division into 
1 For example, Munro-Hays' Aksumite coinage dates assume close ties with the Roman monetary system 
(Munro-Hay 1991). 
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two realms according to the ceramics (Fattovich 1990: 16). The "Middle pre-Aksumite" 
period is also cross dated by South Arabian paleography to 800-300 BC, and is 
characterized by the unification of the two regions, again reflected in pottery (ibid: 1 7). 
The "proto-Aksumite" period (previously termed "Late pre-Aksumite") is seen as a 
period of polity collapse and the eventual rise of the Aksumite society, and is based on 
changes in material culture supported by numerous radiometric dates (Fattovich et al 
2000). 
The "Aksumite" period is then divided into further periods using results from 
detailed ceramic analysis from Bieta Giyorgis. The basis of the ceramic classification into 
the four periods will be discussed in a later section of this chapter. 
Phillipson's Framework 
Phillipson continued the work of the BIEA in the central Aksum area, and has 
more or less stuck with Munro-Hay's framework (see below), the only difference being 
the inclusion of the "pre-Aksumite" phase. This was due to finds of a pre-Aksumite 
settlement at Aksum (Phillipson 1998, 2000). The basis of Phillipson's chronology lies 
on radiometric dates from disturbed Aksumite burials, and a few early settlements. 
Phillipson more or less agrees with Fattovich's characterization of the pre-
Aksumite period but differs with respect to the "proto-Aksumite" ("Late pre-Aksumite") 
period. Phillipson's excavations point to a distinct break between the "pre-Aksumite" and 
"Aksumite" periods, but indirectly point to "proto-Aksumite" ceramics from surveys. 
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Figure 2: Current chronologies for Aksumite culture (after Sergew 1964, 1972 ; Anfray 1968, 
1990 ; Chittick 1976 ; Michels 1988, 2005 ; Munro-Hay 1989, 1991 ; Phillipson 1998, 
2000 ; Fattovich 1990, forthcoming). 
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Munro-Hay's Framework 
Munro-Hay based his framework mainly on a detailed study of Aksumite coinage 
(which he was able to bracket between the late third to early seventh centuries AD), as 
well as historical sources and radiometric dates from the excavations of funerary sites in 
Aksum. In other words, the framework mainly characterizes cultural developments from 
the non-settlement sites of Aksum. 
Hence, Munro-Hay depends primarily on non-radiometric sources for his 
divisions within the Aksumite period. "Aksum 1" in his chronology is, according to 
inscriptions, seen as the period when the state and Aksumite culture in general arose, 
whereas "Aksum 4" represents the period when Christianity came into Aksum, again 
mainly documented in coinage, inscriptions and historical documents. Surprisingly, his 
chronology hardly accounts for the relationship between pre-Aksumite and Aksumite 
culture (Munro-Hay 1989, 1991). 
Michels' Framework 
Michels has a much stronger basis for his chronology, which is held up by more 
than 200 obsidian hydration dates and ceramic classification from surface collections of a 
large study region. In other words, he is measuring socio-political changes, as reflected in 
ceramic morphology, settlement size, and using obsidian dates to anchor the observed 
patterns into a chronological framework. 
In this framework, political developments are strongly correlated with each 
period. For example, "Late pre-Aksumite" saw the collapse of strong chiefdoms, whereas 
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the "Early Aksumite" saw the rise of a larger Aksumite polity from among many 
chiefdoms Michels 1988, 2005). Unfortunately, this novel framework has not been 
employed by many scholars, most probably due to the late publication of the expedition 
report (Michels 2005). 
Chittick's Framework 
This chronology is based on scant radiometric data and historical sources. 
Although one of the first chronologies based on radiometric dates, the death of Chittick 
before a synthesis of the BIEA's work at Aksum, is reflected in the framework's rough 
nature. For example, the Aksumite period is defined simply as the period when the site of 
Aksum was occupied, and carries few implications for a regional model (Chittick 1976). 
Anfray 's Framework 
Based solely on cross-dating of ceramics and inscriptions, Anfray was one of the 
first to come up with workable models for the evolution of the Aksumite society. In what 
he first coined as the "pre-Aksumite" period, he postulated a period of South Arabian 
migration and colonization followed by the emergence of an indigenous polity. The pre-
Aksumite period was further divided into Ethio-Sabean (Yeha) and Intermediate (state of 
D'amat), during which time foundations for the future Aksumite state were laid (Anfray 
1968, 1990). Anfray's framework has greatly influenced Aksumite scholars that came 
after him, as a quick glance of Figure 2 indicates. 
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Sergew 's Framework 
Sergew mainly used historical sources and Anfray's work to construct his 
framework. He was first to define the "Proto-Aksumite" period, defining it as a time 
when Greek culture was assimilated by the Aksumite elite (Sergew 1964, 1972). His 
divisions of Aksumite periods are based on the use of the rise of Christianity as a middle 
point. 
Ge 'ez Scholars' Framework 
The traditional framework is reflected in most medieval historical manuscripts 
and is based on folklore, Aksumite kings lists and religious accounts (see list of 
manuscripts in bibliography). The Early Aksumite period is defined as a time when 
Aksum was founded by Aksumawi and ruled by his family until power was eventually 
usurped by other rulers. The Middle Aksumite period starts with the rule of the dynasty 
of the Queen of Sheba and extends until the coming of Christianity and the flourishing of 
the Aksumite state in Classic times. Interestingly, Kushite ruler genealogy has been used 
to fill in some gaps in the Middle Aksumite period. More remarkable, no break is 
conceded in the line of Aksumite rulers, except for the brief exile in the South Aksumite 
period (10th-13th century AD). 
I shall now give a comprehensive review of the various pegs holding together the 
above frameworks. The "pegs" under review are radiometric dates, historical sources, 
coinage, ceramics, and cross-dated artifacts. 
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Chronometric Dates 
Surprisingly, Aksumite scholars had to wait until the 1970s for chronometric 
dates from archaeological sites2• The first dates came in the form of radiocarbon dates 
from the British Institute in East Africa's work around the stele precinct at Aksum 
(Chittick 1976). At the same time, the Pennsylvania State University's Aksum-Yeha 
settlement survey also started producing numerous obsidian-hydration dates (Michels 
2005). Since then, the number of chronometric dates has steadily increased3. 
In total, we have around three hundred chronometric dates from Aksumite and 
Aksum-horizon sites. Some argue that only one third of these are actually useful4 
(Munro-Hay 1991 ). Why do we still have few radiometric dates? Is this merely a 
reflection of the limited research projects in the Aksumite realm? I would argue that this 
problem reflects the prevailing attitude among scholars that Aksumite chronology is well-
established, and hence, in no great need for refinement (Munro-Hay 1991, Fattovich et. al 
forthcoming).! will deal with the validity of the radiometric dates from each project 
below. 
BIEA (1972-1974) 
Table 1 lists all eight radiometric dates from the British Institute's pioneering 
work at Aksum. As can be noted, most of the samples were taken from near architectural 
2 Although this has been explained by the lack of resources, I would tend to argue that until the BIEA 
expedition in the 1970s, projects had lacked a well-defined research plan. 
3 In the 1990s, three expeditions (in Aksum, Bieta Giyorgis and Greater Asmara) have produced a total of 
90 radiocarbon dates (Fattovich et. al forthcoming, Phillipson 2000, Schmidt & Curtis 2000). 
4 This position (which I will deal with in a later section) comes from the belief that the 200 obsidian 
hydration dates from the Penn State project, were not soundly obtained. 
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features - an obvious attempt to date the different monuments. And it was in this regard 
that these first radiometric dates were important. 
Lab# Site Sample No. Calibr 1 a (67%) 
P.2310 St. XXIL\(5a), hearth pit 10HC-,\D90 
P.2311 St. XXIIH(5), step to platform AD 100- AD 200 
P.2312 St. XXIIII(5d), above platform AD 350 - AD 430 
P.2313 St. XIIFW(6a), bottom of pit AD 90- AD 450 
P.2314 DA(15), outside Chamber C AD 200 - AD 360 
P.2315 GT 11(11), Gudit stele tomb AD 20- AD 460 
P.2316 IW 11(5), debris of building AD 390- AD 490 
P.2317 IW IA(3), burnt beam 1\D 40- AD 140 
Table 1: Radiometric dates from BIEA's first Aksumite project (Chittick 1976: 179-181) 
Two dates stand out for their significantly large error range (P .2313 and P .2315), 
and should be disregarded. Unfortunately, the sole date from the Gudit stele field 
(P .2315) had been mistakenly taken at face value, misleading many scholars. The first 
conclusive dates for the Gudit stele field only came from the second BIEA project. 
The six useful dates then give us quite a short range for Aksumite occupation 
(first to fifth century AD). Although the project leader (Chittick) at first used other lines 
of evidence to put together a longer chronology (see Figure 2), the monograph editor 
(Munro-Hay) chose to accept the shorter range for his chronology. The radiometric dates 
clearly show that the earliest platforms in the main stele precinct date to the first century 
AD - pointing at the possible date for the assumption of monumental work at the site5. 
5 This was a sharp departure from the Ethiopian historical tradition attributing the construction of the stele 
to a period in the second to first millennium BC. 
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PSU (1973-1974) 
Table 2 lists only thirty five out of the two hundred obsidian hydration dates from 
PSU's regional survey project (for full data see Appendix 1). Although the validity of 
these dates has been strongly questioned by many Aksumite scholars (Munro-Hay 1991, 
Phillipson 2000, Fattovich et al 2000), the set of dates remain to be the most significant. 
The earliest date recorded in the survey is roughly from the sixteenth century BC 
(PSU # 1311) and comes from the Grat Abune Afsea site near Y eha. Michels believes this 
to represent a late Neolithic farming occupation and chooses not to classify it into his pre-
Aksumite period. However, continuous occupation of the site is apparent to the first 
millennium AD, and it would not be surprising if we have here the early phases of the 
'pre-Aksumite' period (see Figure 2). On the other hand, the latest phase of occupation 
comes from near Aksum at Beta Pentaleon during the eleventh century AD (PSU #1553). 
This corresponds to Michels' post-Aksumite period. 
In his recently published monograph, Michels thoroughly describes the method 
for obtaining the obsidian hydration dates (2005: 40). The three hundred or so obsidian 
artifacts recovered from the PSU' s surface survey were first chemically analyzed to 
determine source signatures. The results showed a handful of possible source locales, 
with Sources A-D making up around two thirds of the total artifacts. Next, he induced 
hydration in samples from these sources (with high pressure to replicate the change in 
centuries) to obtain the respective hydration-rates. The hydration rhind (layer) was then 
measured in the lab and the result converted to calendar years. As the accuracy of these 
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methods has not yet been accepted by the archaeological community (Braswell 1992), the 
credibility of Michels' dates hangs in the balance. 
Lab# Site Sample No. Uncalibrated 
PSU #1399 Hanza Moholita (20-21-018) 337 BC, 89 
PSU #1401 Hanza Moholita (20-21-018) 375 BC, 94 
PSU #1403 Hanza Moholita (20-21-018) AD 153, 126 
PSU #1404 Hanza Moholita (20-21-027) AD 214,41 
PSU #1405 Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 398 BC, 71 
PSU #1406 Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 664 BC, 50 
PSU #1407 Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 614 BC, 124 
PSU #1408 Grat Real Gubri (20-21-009) AD 6, 87 
PSU #1409 Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 728 BC, 53 
PSU #1410 Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 591 BC, 94 
PSU #1411 Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 1573 BC, 86 
PSU #1412 Musa Metahen (20-23-024) AD 55,63 
PSU #1413 Musa Metahen (20-23-024) AD 108,98 
PSU #1414 Musa Metahen (20-23-024) 36 BC, 65 
PSU #1415 Musa Metahen (20-23-024) 175 BC, 28 
PSU #1540 Adi Quatia (43-24-022) AD 347,76 
PSU #1541 Adi Quatia (43-24-022) AD 694,32 
PSU #1547 Mai Vaatow (44-11-016) AD 954,60 
PSU #1548 Mai Vaatow (44-11-016) AD 816,64 
PSU #1549 Mai Vaatow (44-11-016) AD 651,86 
PSU #1550 Mai Vaatow ( 44-11-016) AD 826,62 
PSU #1551 Mai Vaatow (44-11-016) AD 831, 113 
PSU #1552 Mai Vaatow (44-11-016) AD 617,87 
PSU #1553 Beta Pentaleon (44-11-075) AD 1040,31 
PSU #1554 Beta Pentaleon (44-21-093) 127 BC, 46 
PSU #1555 Mishlam (44-33-021) AD 668,68 
PSU #1556 Mishlam (44-33-021) AD 847,80 
PSU #1561 Mishilam (44-33-42) 460 BC, 88 
PSU #1562 Mishilam (44-33-42) 332 BC, 113 
PSU #1563 Mishilam (44-33-42) 583 BC, 310 
PSU #1566 Hamed Gcbez (44-41-090) AD 600,88 
PSU #1592 Melazo (55-51-049) AD 329,111 
PSU #1593 Melazo (55-51-049) AD 507,52 
PSU #1594 Melazo (55-51-098) 191 BC, 72 
PSU #1594 Melazo (55-51-098) 192 BC, 72 
Table 2: Obsidian-hydration dates from the PSU's survey project (Michels 2005). 
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In summary, although the PSU's Aksum-Yeha obsidian hydration dates are 
somewhat robust and have decent error margins6, this method is quite hard to calibrate 
and the results should be considered relative dates until independently confirmed by other 
chronometric methods. 
Michels' obsidian hydration dates from Adi Quatia (D-site) serve as a good 
example to illustrate the validity of the data. From his surface survey at this site, we 
obtain a range of dates from the fourth to eighth centuries AD7• Interestingly, radiocarbon 
dates obtained independently from stratigraphic excavations by the BIEA (see next 
section) have roughly the same dates, giving a range from the fifth to eighth centuries for 
the top layers of occupation. Further correlation cases such as Adi Quatia would go a 
long way into making the PSU obsidian hydration dates more credible. 
On the other hand, Michels' chronological periods (see Figure 2) are difficult to 
accept at face value since another degree of error is introduced by the correlation of 
obsidian hydration dates with ceramic typological classification. 
BIEA (1993-1997) 
Table 3 lists twenty eight of the thirty two radiometric dates from the British 
Institute's resumption of work around Aksum (for full data see Appendix 1). These dates 
have been instrumental in refining the project's earlier dates for monuments in the stele 
precinct. More importantly, dates from the D-site (Adi Quatia) provide the first 
6 A quick comparison with the radiocarbon dates from the IUO/BU project (some of which possess an error 
range of a millennium!) makes this quite apparent. 
7 Whether this reflects samples from different phases of occupation or a single prolonged occupation phase 
(as would be expected from a surface survey) is not clear. 
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conclusive evidence for the occupation of Aksum in the early first millennium BC. The 
BIEA radiocarbon dates are surprisingly robust, with the average error range (at 95% 
confidence level) being less than two centuries8. Hence (provided the project's 
stratigraphical analysis is sound) all the dates can be accepted at face value. 
Lab# Site Sample No. Calibr 1 a (67%) Calibr 2 a (95%) 
OxA-8228 D22(277)-ph.3B AD 690- AD 810 AD 680- AD 880 
OxA-8229 D13(2)-ph.2A 710 BC- 530 BC 800 BC- 470 BC 
OxA-8230 D16(26)-ph.10 AD 630- AD 685 AD 600- AD 720 
OxA-8231 D16(18)-ph.11 AD 675- AD 725 AD 650- AD 820 
OxA-8282 D22(349)-ph.2 550 BC:- 400 BC: 770 BC- 400 BC: 
OxA-8283 D19(100)-ph.7B AD 590- AD 660 AD 530- AD 680 
OxA-8285 D19(35)-ph.9A 370 BC- 380 BC: 390 BC:- 120 BC 
OxA-8286 D19(40)-ph.10 AD 885- AD 975 AD 800- AD 1010 
OxA-8287 D22(248)-ph.12-13 AD 660- AD 770 AD 640- AD 860 
OxA-8288 K7(8)-ph.l AD 420- AD 540 AD 340- AD 600 
OxA-8289 K8(3/6)-ph.V AD 940- AD 1 020 AD 870- AD 1050 
OxA-8334 D22(277)-ph.3B 720 BC- 520 BC 790 BC- 470 BC 
OxA-8335 D16(18)-ph.11 AD 670- AD 725 AD 650- AD 860 
OxA-8336 D19(35)-ph.9A AD 420- AD 530 AD 380- AD 570 
OxA-8337 D22(220)-ph. 9 A AD 450- AD 600 ,\D 420- AD 630 
OxA-8338 K7(8)-ph.l AD 420- AD 540 AD 340- AD 600 
OxA-8339 K8(3/6)-ph.V AD 330- AD 430 AD 240- AD 460 
OxA-8340 B/3\ AD 320- AD 400 ,\D 230- AD 430 
OxA-8341 B/3\ AD 340- AD 430 AD 250- AD 460 
OxA-8342 G2(4)q AD 190- AD 260 AD 120- AD 350 
OxA-8358 G2(5)q AD 130- AD 230 AD 80- AD 260 
OxA-8363 BG(15) AD 250- AD 345 AD 230- AD 400 
OxA-8364 BG(9)d AD 250- AD 380 AD 220- AD 410 
OxA-8365 BG(9)d AD 230- AD 340 AD 200- AD 390 
OxA-8366 MF(arch) AD 280- AD 335 AD 220- AD 390 
OxA-8367 ME34(5) AD 345- AD 430 AD 320- AD 460 
OxA-8983 D 19(1 00)-ph. 7B 1\D 595- AD 665 AD 540- AD 690 
OxA-8984 BB(15) AD 20- AD 140 40 BC- 230AD 
Table 3. Radiocarbon dates from BIEA's second Aksum project (Phillipson 2000: 504-506) 
8 OxA-8238 has the lowest error range at 120 years, whereas the highest is OxA-8282 (370 years). 
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As noted above, the earliest occupation at Aksum is evidenced in the eighth 
century BC radiocarbon dates from the D-site (OxA-8229, OxA-8334)9. According to the 
excavators, this site was most probably occupied in pre-Aksumite times, abandoned and 
then reoccupied in the late sixth century AD. Indeed, we lack dates of the early first 
millennium linking the two episodes of occupation. 
The D-site is equally significant for dates showing occupation as late as the tenth 
century (OxA-8228, OxA-8286). These dates are supported by a date from site K8 (OxA-
8289), hinting at the existence of more episodes of late occupation nearby. However, 
there is some argument as to whether the particular levels represent Aksumite or later 
occupation, and the excavators have decided to place the end of their Aksumite 
chronology much earlier (see Figure 2). 
The issue concerning the actual date of the burials at the Gudit stele field was 
finally settled with OxA-8342 and OxA-8358, giving the burials a second-third century 
AD date, roughly contemporaneous with some of the large monuments in the main stele 
precinct. 
IUOIBU (1993-2003) 
Table 4 lists forty three of the forty eight radiometric dates generated from work 
at Bieta Giyorgis (for full data see Appendix 1). These dates have been instrumental in 
the definition of Fattovich's Proto-Aksumite period (300 - 50 BC), and used to show 
occupation of Bieta Giyorgis in earlier Pre-Aksumite times. 
9 Fattovich's claim for a similar period occupation at Bieta Giyorgis hill is not we11-founded (see the next 
section). 
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Lab# Site Sample No. Calibr 1 a (67%) Calibr 2 a (95%) Calibr 3 a (99%) 
GX-21002 ON I SU3(L3) 650 BC- AD 0 900 BC- AD 300 1100 BC- AD 500 
GX-21003 ON III SU3 (1.1) 50 BC- AD 290 250 BC:- AD 450 400 BC- AD 600 
GX-21004 ON III SU4 AD 430- AD 600 AD 330- AD 650 AD 40- AD 720 
GX-21005 Tomb 2 SU 15 AD 80- AD 220 AD 30- AD 310 40 BC:- AD 350 
GX-21006 OAZ VI B 2-3 F3 SUS AD 20-AD 130 50 BC- AD 220 11 0 BC:- ,\D 260 
GX-22056 ON V SU12 AD 440- AD 700 AD 250- AD 900 AD 100- AD 1000 
GX-22057 ON V SU19 (1) AD 170- AD 350 AD 100- AD 410 AD 50- AD 500 
GX-22058 ON V SU19 (2) AD 50- AD 200 10 BC:- AD 240 50 BC- AD 320 
GX-22059 ON V SU19 (3) AD 150- AD 500 1\D 0- AD 650 200 BC- AD 800 
GX-22060 ON V SU24 200 BC:- 30 BC 350 BC- AD 40 380 BC- AD 100 
GX-22062 ON IV A 2SU26 20 BC- AD 140 50 BC:- AD 240 170 BC- AD 260 
GX-22065 ON VI SU20 AD 430- AD 580 AD 360- AD 630 AD 260- AD 660 
GX-22096 ON IV-V1 SU26 AD 350- AD 950 AD 0- AD 1200 300 BC- AD 1400 
GX-22099 ON VI SU21 AD 310- AD 500 AD 250- AD 550 AD 150- AD 610 
GX-22100 ON VI SU25 AD 420- AD 540 AD 340- AD 600 AD 260- AD 640 
GX-23214 ON V SU37 AD 20- AD 170 40 BC:- AD 230 130 BC:- AD 320 
GX-23215 ON VII SUSS AD 440- AD 560 AD 410- AD 610 AD 340- AD 640 
GX-23216 ON VII SU70 (1.1) AD 30- AD 320 150 BC- AD 450 350 BC:- AD 600 
GX-23218 ON VII SU56 (1.1) AD 280- AD 410 AD 250- AD 500 AD 150- AD 540 
GX-23219 ON VII SU70 (1.5) 600 BC- AD 150 900 BC- AD 500 1300 BC- AD 800 
GX-23220 ON VII SU37 AD 450- AD 590 AD 420- AD 640 AD 350- AD 660 
GX-23221 ON VII SU56 (1.2) AD 280- AD 420 AD 250- AD 510 AD 170- AD 540 
GX-23221? ON VII SU35 AD 100- AD 440 1 00 BC:- AD 600 350 BC- AD 700 
GX-23222 ON VII SU54 AD 250- AD 630 AD 50- AD 850 200 BC- AD 1000 
GX-23224 ON IX SU16(1) 350 BC:- 200 BC 380 BC- 120 BC 400 BC- 60 BC: 
GX-23225 ON IX SU16(2) 340 BC- 170 BC 380 BC- 80 BC 400 BC- 20 BC 
GX-23226 ON IX SU25 AD 140- AD 270 AD 80- AD 340 AD 30- AD 390 
GX-23227 ON IXSU26 340 BC- 160 BC 380 BC- 70 BC 400 BC- 20 BC 
GX-23228 ON IX SU26 AD 250- AD 380 1\D160- AD 410 AD 130- AD 470 
GX-23229 ON IXSU23 AD 270- AD 400 AD 240- AD 460 AD 140- AD 540 
GX-23232 Tomb 2 Chamber b AD 25- AD 125 40 BC:- AD 210 90 BC- AD 240 
GX-24313 ON IX-XI SU36 500 BC- AD 150 800 BC:- AD 400 1000 BC- AD 600 
GX-24314 ON IX-XI SUS0-52 AD 430- AD 610 AD 380- ,\D 670 , \D 200- AD 800 
GX-24318 ON XVI SUS AD 50- AD 480 200 BC- AD 650 400 BC- AD900 
GX-24319 ON VII-X SU97 60 BC-AD 260 300 BC:- AD 400 400 BC- AD 550 
GX-28178 TE I E2 SU22 L.3 F1 AD 390- AD 520 AD 320- AD 540 AD 60- AD 600 
GX-28179 TE I Room 1 SU6 L.1 F1 AD 445- AD 550 AD 420- AD 580 AD 400- AD 610 
GX-28180 TE I D1 SU22 L.1 AD 435- AD 535 AD 400- AD 590 AD 320- AD 620 
GX-28181 GA II DS SU7 (2) AD 410- AD 520 AD 340- AD 550 AD 260- AD 600 
GX-28182 GA I-II Room 2 SU13 AD 435- AD 525 AD 410- AD 550 AD 350- AD 600 
GX-28183 GA I-II Room 4 SU21 1\D 330- AD 415 AD 260- AD 440 AD 250- AD 530 
GX-29481 MA I SU3 150 BC- 20 BC: 200 BC- AD 20 350 BC- AD 70 
GX-29482 ON XVII SU17 .\D 50- AD 160 ,\D 0- AD 220 40 BC:- AD 250 
Table 4: Radiocarbon dates from IUO/BU's work (Fattovich et al forth: 363-366). 
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The earliest dates come from GX-21002, GX-23219 and GX-24313 from the residential 
site of Ona Nagast (650-500 BC). However, the error range for these dates (at 95% 
confidence) is more than a millennium - making the dates useless in any regard. 
Unfortunately, the same is the case for the following dates (GX-21003, GX-22056, GX-22096, 
GX-23216, GX-23221, GX-23222, GX-24318, GX-24319). 
10 
Hence, we are left with only thirty usable absolute dates from the project. The 
earliest dates (GX-23224, GX-23225 and GX-23227) now cluster around 300 BC, the starting 
point for Fattovich's Proto-Aksumite period. Therefore, Ona Nagast IX SU16 represents 
the earliest occupation at Bieta Giyorgis. 
The only other valid dates that fall into Fattovich's Proto-Aksumite period are GX-
22060 and GX-29481. The basis of this "Proto-Aksumite" period, however, rests not only in 
the four radiocarbon dates, but in the accuracy of the IUO/BU's relative dating of 
imported goods and ceramics. We will later examine whether the Proto-Aksumite period 
is really evident in the archaeological record. 
Disregarding dates from the last few centuries, the latest date for Aksumite 
occupation at Bieta Giyorgis is clustered around the late sixth century ( GX-21 004, GX-
22065, GX-22100, GX-23215, GX-23220, GX-24314). The latest Aksumite occupation at Bieta 
Giyorgis comes from Ona Nagast (oN IX-XI suso-52). 
10 One finds it hard to attribute the source of these large error margins, which runs through most of the 
IUO/BU dates. It was probably due to contamination during sampling or instrument error in the lab. 
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Anfray/ Institute of Archaeology (1960s- 1970s) 
Table 5 lists seven radiometric dates from the French Institute of Archaeology's 
more than two decades of work in the ancient Aksumite realm. The samples come from 
Anfray's three different seasons of excavations in Matara and Yeha (Anfray 1968b, 
1972b, 1973b ). Surprisingly, these dates are seldom mentioned in the archaeological 
literature. 
Lab# Site Sample No. Uncalibrated 
DaK-163 Y cha, Sample A (1971 season) 2822 ± 127 RP 
DaK-168 Y cha, Sample R (1973 season) 2811 ± 125 RP 
DaK-169 Y eha, Sample D (1973 season) 2273 ± 120 RP 
DaK-170 Y eha, Sample C (1973 season) 2760 ± 120 BP 
DaK-178 Matara, Sample E (1968 season) 1450±110BP 
DaK-179 Matara, Sample F (1968 season) 1538 ± 110 BP 
DaK-212 Y eha, Sample H (1971 season) 2540 ± 125 BP 
Table 5: Radiocarbon dates from Yeha and Matara (Diop 1981: 1-12) 
DaK-163, DaK-168 and DaK-170 give one of the earliest occupation dates for 
Yeha (early first millennium BC), and can be correlated with PSU's obsidian hydration 
dates. DaK-169 and DaK-212 show another phase of occupation in the middle first 
millennium BC. The samples from Matara came from the latest phase of occupation in 
the mid-late first millennium AD, and seem to be supported by the presence of Aksumite 
pottery of that period (Anfray 1968b ). 
Unfortunately, the error ranges for these dates is quite high and precludes us from 
making stronger statements regarding occupation of the sites. Nevertheless, DaK -163 can 
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be taken to represent one of the first solid radiometric dates from Y eha showing 
occupation of the site by at least the early first millennium BC. Bearing in mind PSU' s 
early date from the nearby site of Grat-Abune Afsea, the surroundings of Y eha appear to 
have been occupied by a complex society as far back as the mid-second millennium BC -
the earliest date so far from the Aksumite realm. 
UFL (1997-2000) 
Table 6 lists all thirteen radiometric dates from the University of Florida's work 
around the Greater Asmara area. The data from this project has proved quite important 
for establishing a regional chronology for the larger hom of Africa (Curtis 2005). Except 
for the large error ranges of a few samples (Beta-130119, Beta-130120, Beta-152961 and Beta-
152967) the radiometric dates can be taken at face value. The predominance of first 
millennium BC dates at these sites should be duly noted. 
Lab# Site Sample No. Calibr 1 a (67%) Calibr 2 a (95%) 
Beta 130119 Sembel A, level 4D 770 BC- 405 BC 790 BC- 385 BC: 
Beta 130120 Sembcl A, level 5 lens A 770 BC- 410 BC 790 BC:- 395 BC 
Beta 130121 Sembcl A, level 7 515 BC- 385 BC 770 BC:- 360 BC 
Beta 130122 Sembel A, level 8 800 BC- 760 BC 820 BC:- 500 BC 
Beta 130123 Sembel A, level 11 810 BC- 785 BC: 820 BC:- 770 BC 
Beta 130124 Sembcl II, hearth AD 980- "\D 1025 AD 1095- AD 1140 
Beta 152960 MII07-J\, levelS fea. 2 530 BC- 390 BC: 780 BC:- 370 BC: 
Beta 152961 MH07-A, level10, fea 4 790 BC- 410 BC 810 BC- 390 BC 
Beta 152963 MH07 -"-\, level 23, fea 7 800 BC- 760 BC 830 BC- 420 BC 
Beta 152964 OG01-A levels 6-8 550 BC- 390 BC 790 BC- 360 BC 
Beta 152965 OG01-A levels 13-15 380 BC- 160 BC 400 BC- 40 BC 
Beta 152966 OG01-A levcl17, fea. 3 520 BC:- 380 BC: 770 BC- 350 BC 
Beta 152967 OG01-A level 22, fea. 4 780 BC- 420 BC 800 BC- 400 BC 
Table 6: Radiocarbon dates from Ona sites around Asmara (Curtis & Schmidt 2000: 854) 
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It is interesting to note that the earliest dates from the Greater Asmara project 
(Beta 130122, Beta 130123, Beta 152963) are contemporaneous with the D-site at 
Aksum. Similarly, the only date from the first millennium AD is of the same horizon as 
the late Aksumite D and K8 sites. 
Historical Sources 
In close reflection of Aksum's position in the international arena, numerous 
written sources have come down to us. A majority of these are official documents of the 
Aksumite state and its contemporaries in the form of edicts, chronicles, embassy reports 
and letters 11 • Equally useful are the few surviving private letters, accounts and treatises 12• 
The chronological implication of these sources, however, depends on how 
securely they are dated. For example, while the Periplus only exists from a lOth century 
AD manuscript copy, using textual clues it has been assigned a 1st century AD date. On 
the other hand, the Kibre Negest, a 15th century manuscript which possesses textual clues 
going back to the 6th century, has been assigned a 13th century date. A more critical 
analysis is needed before adapting such sources into a chronological framework. 
Inscriptions 
Scholars of Aksumite epigraphy have come up with a strange off-hand method for 
dating most of the early inscriptions. Instead of selecting independently dated inscriptions 
11 These include Aksumite victory edicts, the Kibre Negest, Roman edicts on travel to Aksum, Byzantine 
embassies to Aksum, and correspondence between rulers of Aksum, Byzantine and Muslim Arabia 
(Kobishchanov 1979). 
12 Important among these are the Periplus of the Erythraen Sea, Cosmas' Christian Topography, Letter of 
Bishop Simon concerning 61h century Aksum, and the treatise on the Martydom of the Nagran (ibid). 
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from a local corpus and building a sound paleographic guide, they have resorted to dating 
inscriptions by a close comparison with the better-studied corpus from the other side of 
the Red Sea (Pirenne 1962). 
By calculating the proportion of height and width and depth of incision of the 
letters, South Arabian scholars were able to distinguish three classes of monumental 
scripts. For example, South Arabian type 1 (from 650 BC), and type 2 (480 BC). Pirenne 
then divides each class into its early and late manifestations (e.g. Type 1-d). 
Using such a basis for chronology has its obvious disadvantages. It depends too 
closely on developments from a foreign cultural area, and more importantly, it 
exponentially increases the degrees of error as the South Arabian paleographic system is 
altered. As an example, recent work in the 1980s appears to have pushed back the dates 
for each monumental script type by a few centuries, establishing a "long-chronology" for 
Sabean sites (Fattovich 1990: 13). Nevertheless, some scholars have proposed a local 
paleography for the later inscriptions (Bemand et al 1991). Proto-Ethiopic Stage A (3nd 
century AD) and stage B (late 3rd- early 4th century) are examples of this local typology. 
The Deutche-Aksum Expedition (DAE) of 1906 accounts for the majority of 
Aksumite inscriptions known to scholars. These hundred inscriptions in Ge'ez, Greek, 
and South Arabian scripts provide many insights into the Aksumite society. Besides the 
few inscriptions mentioning rulers attested in other historical sources, most of the 
inscriptions have been dated on paleographical grounds and internal data13 (Littmann et al 
1913). Following are some ofthe DAE inscriptions pertaining to Aksumite culture. 
13 Such as the state religion as reflected in the inscription (pre-Christian or Christian). 
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DAE1 
This fragmented inscription from Aksum mentions the state of D'amat and its 
neighboring regions. It appears these regions were ruled by a mukarib. On paleographic 
grounds, and association with DaK-169, it's dated roughly to the middle first millennium 
BC. 
DAE 1 is representative of the many first millennium BC inscriptions found 
around Y eha and Hawlti. The South Arabian script is used in these predominantly 
dedicatory and funerary inscriptions. Fleeting references are made to political and 
religious authority, such as the mukarib (ruler?) and malik (king?). A D'amat realm is 
also defined, and divided into eastern and western parts. 
DAE3 
The 'Great King' Sembrouthes of the Aksumites is mentioned in this short 
inscription written in the 24th year ofhis reign. Scholars attribute this inscription to the 3rd 
century AD, but there is no evidence against an even earlier date. 
DAE 4, 6 & 7 
These are versions of the same inscription in three scripts. Put by the early 4th 
century AD ruler Ezana, they detail his army's expedition to the Bega (Nubia) and are 
important for elucidating the local topography. They are dated to a period before his 
conversion to Christianity in the mid-4th century. 
DAE8&9 
Although attributed to Ezana, these inscriptions were most probably put up by his 
predecessor, and mention the campaign against the tributary kingdom of Agwezat. Also 
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mentioned are the kings of Gabaz and WYLQ as well as the kings of the armies, an 
interesting hint at the origin of the term king (negus). Probably dates to the late 3rd-early 
4th century AD. 
DAE 10 
Inscription by Ezana to commemorate his expedition against the Afan. Probably 
written before his conversion to Christianity, as he still pays tribute to the Aksumite god 
Mahrem. 
DAE 11 
One of Ezana's first inscriptions as a Christian, commemorating his campaign 
against the Noba. Interestingly, the name of the Christian god had not yet been 
standardized, being referred to as the lard of heaven, lord of the earth, and lord of the land 
-all Aksumite gods. Eventually, the Christian god assumed the name of the Aksumite 
god, Lord of the Land (egzi'abher). 
DAE 12& 13 
Rough inscription by a Hatsani Daniel of Debre Ephrem mention the region of 
WYLG (see DAE 8) and another Hatsani by the name of Kerary. It has yet to be 
convincingly dated, but is attributed to the 9th century AD. 
DAE14 
Another inscription by the king of Aksum (Hatsani Daniel?) that makes mention 
of another king entering the city. Similarly, this has not been convincingly dated. 
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DAE 15 & 94 
The legendary king Bazen of the 1st century AD is allegedly alluded to in DAE 
15, but the reference could equally be to a place called Bazen, as seen in DAE 94. 
DAE35 
This inscription from Kaskase makes mention of a king Se'arena Hiywet, 
grandson of Selen. Probably dated to a similar period as DAE 1, i.e. mid-late 1st 
millennium BC. 
Local historical sources 
Kebre Negest 
This epic work is centered on the glory of the Aksumite dynasty, going to great 
lengths to embellish its historical narrative with biblical passages. The 153 chapters of 
this great work show numerous repetitions and rephrased passages that hint at several 
episodes of revision to the text. The final redactor alleges that the book "was found at [the 
church of] Sophia by Dematios, patriarch of Antioch ... originally composed in Coptic 
and rendered into Arabic around the 12th century, and eventually into Ge'ez" by one 
Yishak during the early 14th century. We have yet to find the alleged Coptic and Arabic 
versions of the text. One suspects this account was meant more to give the text an aura of 
credibility than place it historically. 
Nevertheless, textual clues allude to when exactly the work was composed. 
Besides the early first millennium BC story of Solomon and Sheba, there is occasional 
reference to the grandeur of Alexandria and Constantinople - such as the Pharaoh 
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departing from Alexandria, and the fame of the mighty Emperor of Constantinople. More 
importantly, there is an original account of sixth century Aksum and Yemen14, leading 
scholars to argue that some parts of the work were written during this century in Ge'ez 
and later revised in the 14th century from the lost Ge' ez original ( Getatchew 1981, 1982). 
Scholars argue, understandably, that we have yet to find contemporary Aksumite 
chronicles, let alone Ge'ez manuscripts as early as the sixth century (Munro-Hay 2001). 
Nevertheless, this quite early date for the Kebre Negest is strengthened by the recent 
AMS dating of fragments of Ge' ez manuscripts to as early as the fourth century AD 
(Mercier 2000). 
The Kebre Negest gtves a wealth of information on the topography of first 
millennium BC Aksum as recounted in the accounts of the sixth century Aksumite 
scribes. The environs of Aksum appear to have previously been known by Debre Makeda 
and Hagere Mesfina. Other localities mentioned in the work are Weqirom (present day 
Wiqro?), Azyabo, Mesk, Bur, Zawa (Hadya?), Gersa, Saba, Noba, Abhit and the Sea of 
Hindeke. 
Liber Axumae (Metshafe Aksum) 
Conti Rossini coined this title for three entirely separate treatises - a physical 
survey and inventory of Aksum's antiquities, a detailed account of coronation and other 
ancient Aksumite rituals, and a collection of royal land charters pertaining to Aksum and 
its environs. 
14 One ofthese accounts recounts the problem of succession among the sons of Emperor Kaleb, 
Gebremesqel and Israel, right after his campaign to Arabia (Chapter 117). 
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The six Royal grants pertinent to this study were allegedly made between the 
fourth to ninth centuries by these Aksumite rulers - Ella Abreha and Atsbeha, Gebre 
Mesqel and Anbesa Wedem. Although these grants survive in 16th century manuscripts, 
like the Kibre Negest, sections of these were probably written much earlier, preserved in 
oral tradition and later collected into a corpus (Huntingford 1965). The grants of Anbesa 
Wedem (9th century AD) are especially significant in that he states the renewal of grants 
made by his predecessors. This source could be used to support the long-chronology with 
the Aksumite state stretching at least to the 9th century. 
According to the Liber Axumae, the environs of Aksum were known as Asba 
around the time of Queen of Sheba (950 BC) whereas in an even earlier period, it was 
called Mezber. Interestingly, the location for the future city was chosen in the fourth 
century by Ella Abreha and Atsbeha while they were surveying Aksum's plains from the 
hill of Debra Makeda (present-day Bieta Giyorgis). Construction started in 324 AD and 
took 52 years to complete, involving volunteer labor from the surrounding regions 
(EMML 50: ff. 120a). 
The Aksumite coronation rites (mentioned in the previous chapter) were allegedly 
elaborated by the sixth century ruler GebreMesqel, and prove useful in understanding 
pre-Christian Aksum. Interestingly, the same rites were again elaborated by 15th century 
Ethiopian emperors. 
Kings' Lists 
The various versions of the Aksumite King list became important in the early 
second millennium AD, with the flourishing of hagiographical and court literature. 
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Tracing an Emperor's and monastic ruler's royal or spiritual genealogy to early Aksumite 
times understandably gave a good measure of credibility. 
Conti Rossini undertook the arduous task of collating and classifying the 
numerous versions of the lists and isolated around 10 variants (1909). However, more 
manuscripts have become known since then and a revision of his work is in good order. 
During preliminary examination of several Ethiopic manuscripts, I have identified at least 
six new names of rulers (see list of manuscripts in bibliography). Scholars have used such 
lists extensively to construct Aksumite chronology (Munro-Hay 1991 ). 
Gedle Merqorewos 
The hagiography of this 14th century Ethiopian saint contains numerous 
references to late first millennium Aksum and its rulers - such as the ancient name for 
Aksum, Atsabo. Again, it only survives in copies of the 16th century, but contains 
important recollections of the Aksumite past preserved among the monastic community. 
Gedle Aregawi 
In this hagiography of one of the 'Nine Saints' from the Mediterranean, a detailed 
account is given of the manner of succession of Aksumite rulers from the fifth to sixth 
centuries15 • Another important insight is given by the parallel use of three calendars 
during this time - Coptic, Greek and Ge' ez. 
Gedle Yared 
The hagiography of this famed founder of Ethiopian church music was written in 
the 14th century, but contains a good deal of oral traditions about sixth century Aksum 
15 We are able to map the succession of four rulers, Sal'a Doba, Tazena, Kaleb, and Gebremesqel- three of 
whom are attested in other sources. 
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and the so-called South Aksumite dynasty of the early 2nd millennium BC. The latter 
tradition includes an account of a descendant of Aksumite rulers, Zena Petros, partaking 
in a disastrous expedition in Damot. A critical study of such traditions is in good order. 
Foreign Historical Sources 
Peri plus of the Erythraen Sea 
This famous sea-faring treatise, which mentions the 'village' of Adulis, the 
Aksumite people, and the goods imported by one of their rulers, has been dated to periods 
ranging from the first century BC to third century AD. Presently, the scholarly consensus 
is a late first century AD date, established by correlating Indian and South Arabian rulers 
mentioned in the text with other historical sources. This date would appear to hold until 
new historical evidence shows evidence of earlier (or later) rulers sharing the same name. 
South Arabian Inscriptions 
The half-dozen inscriptions from the Marib and Hadramawt area mention the 
military allegiance of certain South Arabian states to the 'Najashi' of Aksum who crossed 
the Red Sea to establish an Aksumite military base in the Arabian peninsula. Using South 
Arabian kings' lists and paleographic evidence, these inscriptions have been dated to the 
second to third centuries AD. The basis for these dates, however, is not quite solid and is 
best viewed as provisionary. 
Kephalia of the Teacher 
This religious treatise, which mentions Aksum as one the four great world 
empires, was written by the disciples of the prophet Mani late in the third century AD. 
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The context of the reference of Aksum as a world power was not historical, but merely to 
illustrate the vices of great kingdoms and their armies. Nevertheless, by the third century, 
knowledge of Aksum's power was common along the Nile and Mediterranean regions. 
Apologium ad Athanas ius 
Athanasius, the controversial Patriarch of Alexandria, wrote this treatise in the 
mid-fourth century during one of his exiles. Included is what is most probably an 
authentic letter from Constantius to the ruler of Aksum regarding the annulment of a 
Bishop installed by Athanasius16• 
While the letter does provide evidence for the growing presence of Christianity in 
Aksum in the mid-fourth century, the identity of the Aksumite ruler of this time is not 
clear since Athanasius failed to transmit the beginning part of Constantius letter. Instead, 
he prefaces the letter by stating that it was sent to the brother Kings Ezana and Saizana. 
Although both names are attested in Aksumite inscriptions, we only possess evidence for 
Ezana ascending on the Aksumite throne. 
Christian Topography 
This work, authored by Cosmas in the sixth century, is most informative for 
Aksum during that period and also provides the sole copy of the inscription of an 
anonymous second-third century Aksumite ruler, whose inscription graphically details 
episodes of conquest by the ruler stretching from Egypt to South Arabia. As Cosmas 
wrote the treatise to give credence to the flat-earth model, some of his topographical 
descriptions of Aksum should not be accepted at face value. 
16 This Bishop was one Frumenti us, of Syrian origin, who is also attested in Aksumite and other historical 
sources, leading credence to the authenticity of the letter. 
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N agran Sources 
Numerous hagiographic texts have emerged from Kaleb's famous expedition to 
Nagran in the Arabian Peninsula. The Letters of Bishop Simon, the Book of the 
Himyarites, the Acts of Arethius are but a few of these. These sources are exceedingly 
useful for understanding Aksumite overseas interests and have been dated to the sixth to 
seventh centuries based on contemporary external accounts. 
Embassies to Aksum 
The sixth century embassy of Nonnus is unfortunately only preserved in an 
excerpt from the ninth century book summaries of Photius. Internal textual evidence, 
such as the environment of Aksum and the description of Kaleb, gives sufficient reason 
to accept a sixth century date for these excerpts. Other embassies have been reported but 
no detailed accounts comparable to Nonnus' have come down to us17. 
Mohammed and the Nejashi 
The prophet's letter to the seventh century Nejashi Ashama of Aksum, had, until 
recently, been regarded a forgery. However, it could well be that the Ashama of the letter 
was none other than the late seventh century King Armah, who is known in the king's 
lists and coins. 
Coinage 
Of all Aksumite artifacts, comage has received a through analysis and hence 
deserves a separate section. The current consensus states that the Aksumite state minted 
17 One such embassy was before the time of the late fourth century Emperor Theodosius, while another, 
according to Procopius was sent by Justinian to convince Kaleb to take over the Persian Silk trade. 
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coins in three metals (gold, silver, bronze) from the late third to the early ih century AD 
(Juel-Jensen & Munro-Hay 1995). Monetary values have not yet been assigned to the 
around 160 different types known to date. No mint marks and actual mints have been 
identified, although there must have existed a separate Aksumite mint in South Arabia. 
Incidentally, the BIEA expedition has found what appear to be coin flan molds (Munro-
Hay 1989). 
In addition to two historically well attested rulers of Aksum (Ezana and Kaleb) 
that appear in the monetary record, the rest of the coinage has been chronologically 
ordered mainly by one basic assumption - that Aksumite coinage was tied to the Roman 
monetary system (Juel-Jensen & Munro-Hay 1995). In other words, changes in Roman 
coinage denomination weights were followed closely by the Aksumites, and should allow 
the rough bracketing of dates for each type. 
Hence, all Aksumite gold issues prior to Constantine's AD 324 introduction ofthe 
2.27gm half-solidus should weigh the same as the earlier 2.77 gm half-aureus. 
Correspondingly, all Aksumite issues bearing the tremissis (third-solidus) weight of 
1.50gm should come after the Romans issued this denomination in AD 383. 
Fortunately, there is a way we could test this alleged tie to the Roman monetary 
system- using a database of Aksumite coin weights from published catalogues18. Figure 
3 the Aksumite gold issues prior to the reform of AD 324. According to Munro-Hay, the 
18 Gold coins were chosen for analysis as they seldom corrode through time and, if whole coins are 
employed, are excellent indicators of original minted coin weight (see Appendix 2 for full Aksumite gold 
coin datasets). 
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rulers that minted coins prior to this time were Endubis, Aphilas and W azeb. Hence, their 
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Figure 3. Weights of Aksumite gold coins minted before AD 324. 
(X-axis shows number of samples, while theY-axis shows weight in grams). 
However, only Endubis comes close to the half-aureus value, and even his issues 
range widely in weight from 2.38 to 2.81 gm. The same can be said of the issues that 
allegedly fall between Constantine's reform and the introduction of the lighter tremissis 
(AD 324-383). 
Figure 4 shows that only one ruler, Ousanas, comes close to the half-solidus 
weight- with values ranging from 2.03 to 2.57 gm. Interestingly, our assumption would 
have made Ezana's reign last almost a century! The weight of his coins (2.5- 1.5 gm) 
predates Constantine's reform and post-dates the AD 383 reform as well. 
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Figure 4. Weights of Aksumite gold coins minted between AD 324-383. 
(X-axis shows number of samples, while theY-axis shows weight in grams) 
Finally, Figure 5 shows the weight distribution of 241 Aksumite gold coins from 
all 47 different types that existed during the mint's existence (at least four centuries). A 
plateau on the plot indicates a standard weight with the Aksumite mints. If the Aksumite 
mints followed the Roman system closely, there should be three plateaus- each centered 
around 2.77, 2.27 and 1.5 gm. According to the data, there is only one19 - around 
1.60gm. This should put the final nail in the coffin. 
19 The 'sloping plateau' around 2.6 could probably be taken as one popular weight with the mint, but the 
fact that the data comes solely from the coins of one ruler (Endubis ), and fails to continue after his reign, 
prevents us from seeing it as a standard weight. 
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Figure 5. Weights of all Aksumite gold coins. 
(X-axis shows number of samples, while theY-axis shows weight in grams) 
Hence, we can no longer accept that Aksumite coinage was tied closely to the 
Roman monetary system. The only manner in which we can say it was tied to the Roman 
system is in a similar way foreign currency is tied today - with, for example, 1 0 
Aksumite gold coins corresponding to 8 Roman coms m the mid fourth century. 
Therefore, we need to go back to the drawing board before attempting to cross-date 
Aksumite sites using coins. 
Aksumite Ceramics 
Although numerous studies of Aksumite ceramics have been published, one has 
yet to see a wide regional typology (Fattovich 1980, Munro-Hay 1989, Phillipson 2000, 
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Curtis 2005). The closest attempt remains Michels' analysis of surface ceramics from the 
Aksum-Y eha area, an area covering a small fraction of the Aksumite cultural realm 
(Michels 2005). Hence, what we have are site specific typologies that have been over-
extrapolated into regional types. The typologies from the sites of Bieta-Giyorgis, Y eha, 
Matara, Ona/Greater Asmara and Aksum are reviewed below. 
Bieta Giyorgis 
Archaeological work at this site was important for the definition of the proto-
Aksumite period and produced the currently accepted typology for Aksumite pottery. The 
IUO/BU expedition made use of an "open" list of attributes to formulate its typology: 
ware color and texture, surface color and treatment, shape profile, and decoration 
(Fattovich et al forthcoming). 
Using cluster analysis of a combination of these attributes, they attempted to 
distinguish "types" and associate these within chronological phases (Figure 6). Three 
wares were recognized: orange red ware, brown ware and gray ware, with many types of 
ceramics as can be seen in Figure 6. For the Proto-Aksumite period one can see (left to 
right) basins, jars, bowls with open profiles, a beaker and a cup. One is struck by the 
continuity of certain ceramic types (such as the basin, and jar) during proto-Aksumite and 
Aksumite periods. Indeed, the ceramic specialist is quick to point out that Aksumite 






Figure 6. IUO/BU's Aksumite ceramic typology (from Fattovich et al2000: Figure 16) 
How, then, 1s one able to distinguish between Proto-Aksumite and Early 
Aksumite? Or for that matter, Aksumite I and Aksumite III? If the specialist's 
observation is correct, can Aksumite pottery solely be used as a sound temporal marker? 
The excavators claim it could, stating that a closer look at the Beita-Giyorgis 
assemblage actually shows changes in decoration and wares. Starting from 400 BC, a 
distinct set of pottery types were manufactured mostly in Orange-Red ware, whereas after 
AD 400 potters switched predominantly to Brown and Gray ware. However, the pottery, 
by itself, has few distinct attributes that would help formulate closely defined 
chronological phases20, and needs to be closely coupled with radiocarbon dates to refine 
the chronological framework- a feat partially achieved by the IUO/BU team. 




The assemblage from Y eha spans the early and middle parts of the first 
millennium BC. In an exhaustive review of pre-Aksumite culture, Fattovich makes 
repeated use of his detailed study of Yeha pottery to define pre-Aksumite chronology and 
its subsequent effect on Aksumite chronology (Fattovich 1990). 
Aided by stratigraphic analysis from two Y eha settlements cross-dated to 800-150 
BC, Fattovich was able to develop a detailed typology for the pottery (Fattovich 1980). 
Using similar 'open' attributes as applied in the Bieta-Giyorgis assemblage, he was able 
to define 16 wares, which can perhaps be summarized by the following large groupings -
Orange-Red ware, Brown ware, Black ware and Cream ware. 
Most of these wares show remarkable continuity along the seven centuries of 
Yeha's occupation. For example, pottery from periods Yeha II to lA shows very similar 
forms. More remarkably, part ofthe Yeha assemblage appears to resemble early forms of 
pottery which gradually evolved into the Bieta-Giyorgis assemblage. 
The easiest explanation for this continuity would be that the Y eha assemblage 
dates to a not so distant time from the earliest levels of Bieta Giyorgis and that pre-
Aksumite pottery is but an earlier but closely related form of Aksumite pottery. 
Unfortunately, the lack of further radiometric dates for the Yeha stratigraphic deposits 




Matara, on the other hand, has continuous deposits from pre-Aksumite to 
Aksumite times and could serve for understanding the relationship between assemblages 
of the pre-Aksumite and Aksumite period. However, the Matara assemblage is hard to 
study at length as only one level has been dated by the excavator - to a large period 
bracketed between the second and eight centuries AD. 
The wares from Matara can be divided into Red, Brown and Black Aksumite. The 
forms evidenced from this level and earlier pre-Aksumite levels include cups, bowls, 
large storage jars, pots and basins (Anfray 1966). Also of interest are the many imported 
ceramics such as amphorae. 
The lack of a sound chronological control at Matara has not, however, deterred 
scholars from making comparisons with other assemblages (Fattovich 1980, Munro-Hay 
1989). Such comparisons should be read critically. 
Ona/ Greater Asmara 
The pre-Aksumite horizon Ona sites are characteristically of Red ware with some 
buff-colored, Brown and Black wares (Curtis 2005: 426). Characteristic forms include 
globular pots, jars with restricted necks, shallow bowls and miniature cups. The close 
similarity of the ware and forms to the assemblages near Aksum is evident. However, a 
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closer comparison with Aksumite assemblages (and other ceramic assemblages21 ) is not 
yet possible since most of the Ona ceramics were from surface collections. 
Aksum 
The extensive ceramic reports from the two BIEA expeditions could serve as the 
typology for the site of Aksum. Analysis of pottery from the 1973-74 seasons revealed 
three main wares- Red Aksumite, Brown and Gray/Black Aksumite. 
Red Aksumite ware, the excavators claimed, shared sufficient forms and 
decorative elements to indicate continuity with pre-Aksumite pottery (Munro-Hay 1989: 
276). This ware, which includes a myriad of shapes and forms, was eventually replaced 
in the fifth century by Brown Aksumite ware- the typical 'Christian' ware. 
Brown Aksumite ware shows up in later levels at Aksum and only differs from 
Red Aksumite on grounds of fabric, with less forms being evidenced (ibid: 284 ). 
Gray/Black ware occurs in the top post-Aksumite levels of excavations in Aksum and is 
characterized by 'poorly made technically inferior pottery' (ibid:302). 
The second BIEA excavations found more elaborate forms of pottery in mostly 
funerary contexts. The non-utilitarian context of these finds, along with the highly 
disturbed stratigraphy, has prevented a good understanding of the development of pottery 
at the site. 
On the other hand, finds from the D-site add to the few known assemblages of 
pre-Aksumite ware from a non-ritual, habitation context. A number of new forms, such as 
21 Ona red slip pottery has been compared with African red slip ware by some scholars (Fattovich 200 I, 
Curtis 2005). 
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storage-pots, pots, small pots, for the period are represented, mostly in Red-ware (black-
topped). 
The picture of the developmental typology of pottery from Aksum is quite 
fragmentary. But what emerges is that the ceramic assemblages from all these sites are 
not drastically different. Closer comparison would most probably show that certain 
ceramic forms and shapes for ceramic containers was shared in a larger Aksumite realm. 
Cross-dated artifacts 
We have already discussed the use of inscriptions and coinage for cross-dating 
Aksumite sites. In this section we will briefly look at the validity of only two other 
artifacts - imported ceramics and glass beads. 
Imported Ceramics 
Reports of African Red Slip ware, Roman terra sigillata and amphorae abound in 
the brief excavation reports of the 1950s and 1960s. Recently, work by the BIEA and 
IUO/BU, has provided the first well-provenienced cases of such imported ceramics. 
These include Sassanian ware and Roman amphorae at Aksum (Munro-Hay 1989, 
Phillipson 2000), and what appears to be African red slip ware in Bieta Giyorgis 
(Fattovich et al forthcoming).However, before resorting to a comparison with ceramics 
from these different regions, the likelihood of Aksumites craftsmen creating local 
imitations should be considered. 
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Glass beads 
The IUO/BU expedition gives a good example of the use of glass beads for cross-
dating, forming an integral part of the expedition's proto-Aksumite chronology. The three 
types of imported beads from Bieta Giyorgis- gold-leaf, mosaic glass and faience -were 
given approximate ranges of dates for manufacture in Roman Egypt. 
However, a close examination reveals that the ranges were not obtained from an 
independent study of bead manufacture, but were probably cross-dated with finds of 
associated well-dated ceramics in Roman Egypt. Moreover, taking the larger error 
margins for the dates reveals that all three types fall within a similar range - 150 BC -
AD 50. 
Hence, the imprecise use of cross-dated artifacts in Aksumite chronology is not at 
all based on a sound foundation and should be avoided at present until more artifacts are 
independently dated. In the next chapter, I propose a new cultural framework based on 
findings ofthis chapter's review. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
A REVISED CULTURAL FRAMEWORK 
The previous chapter illustrates the somewhat precarious nature of the basis for 
current cultural frameworks. Most of the radiometric dates have too large an error range 
to be taken at face value, while dates from obsidian hydration can, at best, be used to 
construct a relative chronology. As a result, the earliest dates from the second and first 
millennium BC require close scrutiny before use in a cultural framework. 
Nevertheless, a set of reliable radiometric dates can be identified, and utilized in 
future frameworks. Table 7 list some ofthese dates. PSU 1411 remains the earliest date, 
appearing somewhat as an anomaly from one site in the second millennium BC. 
However, by the early first millennium BC, three independently dated sites provide 
secure dates representing a pattern of widespread settlement. A similar pattern is seen 
around the end of the first millennium AD, perhaps indicating the final evidence for 
Aksumite culture. 
Ref Date Significance 
PSU 1411 1600 BC Grat Abune Afsea, earliest Aksumite date? 
DaK-163 870BC Y eha, earliest occupation 
OxA-8229 820BC D-site; early occupation at Aksum 
Beta 130122 800BC Sembel site PS, earliest Ona occupation? 
Gx-23224 400BC Bieta Giyorgis; earliest occupation ofhill? 
OxA-8984 ADO Aksum stele field; early occupation 
Gx-24314 AD700 Bieta Giyorgis; latest occupation 
OxA-8281 AD980 Aksum; latest Aksumite occupation? 
Beta 130124 AD990 Sembel, latest occupation? 
Table 7. A select hst of stgmficant radwmetnc dates. 
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The same observation can be made of the various historical sources touching on 
Aksumite culture. These documents span more than two millennia, and need to be 
carefully used, since most exist in later copies and compilations. Table 8 lists some of the 
significant historical sources with relatively sound dates. Interestingly, the sources 
correspond closely to radiometric dates in defining the earliest and latest evidence for 
Aksumite society. 
I Ref Date Significance 
"Ethio-Sabean" Inscriptions 91h-3rd Cen. BC Religious practices, new script form 
DAE1 3rd_2nd Cen. BC Aksumite religion 
DAE3 1st Cen. AD Aksumite religion, kingship 
Periplus 1st Cen. AD Imports of Aksum, administration 
South Arabian Inscriptions 2"ct -6th Cen. AD Aksumite governance overseas 
DAE 8,9 Late 3rct Cen. AD Pre-Christian Institutions 
DAE 4,6,7,10 Early 4th Cen. AD Pre-Christian Institutions, warfare 
DAE 11 Mid 4th Cen. AD Introduction of Christianity 
Liber Axumae 9th - 16th Cen. AD Ancient sites (before 1000 BC) 
Cosmas' Topography Mid 6m Cen. AD Kaleb's Aksum, Nagran war 
Kibre Negest 6th & 14th Cen. AD Aksumite succession 
Mohammed's Letter Early 7tn Cen. AD Nejashi "Ashama" 
DAE 12,13 7'" -9tn Cen. AD Fall of Aksum? 
Gedle Yared lOth-11th Cen. AD Exiled Aksumite Kingdom 
Table 8. A select hst of stgmficant htstoncal sources. 
Aksumite material culture can best be represented by a study of the ceramics. 
Figure 7 shows the current Aksumite ceramic record, spanning two millennia. Although 
this figure is provisional, and is far from a regional ceramic typology, continuity can be 
seen in the forms of some local ceramics from the Aksumite sites of Y eha, Matara, 
Aksum and Bieta Giyorgis. 
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Figure 7. Aksumite ceramic typology 1000 BC- AD 1000 (adapted from Fattovich eta! 2000 
and Phillipson 2000). 
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Constructing a revised cultural framework 
While reviewing current cultural frameworks, a couple of issues troubled me (see 
Figure 2 to follow discussion). Sergew's and Anfray's framework were inaccurate in that 
both relied too much on relative dates. Munro-Hay's reliance on Roman monetary ties 
was shaken, and Chittick's framework was too general to be useful. The rest (Michels, 
Phillipson, and Fattovich), although based on different kinds of evidence, showed a 
fundamentally similar chronology that closely reflect the material record. What was 
needed, I believed, was a slight revision of the last three frameworks to reflect my ideas 
of what constitutes "Aksumite" culture. 
For example, it has been previously argued that distinct political changes are 
evidenced between the first millennium BC and first millennium AD, with the fall of the 
polity of D'amat and the rise of the Aksumite state (Fattovich 1990). Even though 
monumental architecture, elite residences and settlement dichotomies have been 
attributed to the period of the D'amat polity, the actual relationship of these sites to the 
D'amat polity is not clear enough to claim D'amat statehood. Hence, I would argue that 
clear evidence of state-level Aksumite society first emerged in the first millennium AD. 
More importantly, the basis of my revised framework rests on the observation that 
Aksumite material culture, as typified by the finds at Aksum, is a direct continuation of a 
cultural development going back to the late 2nd millennium BC, as evidenced in Grat 
Abune Afsea and all other sites previously termed "pre-Aksumite" (see Figure 7). And in 
what way does this revised chronology differ from the previous ones? The first explicit 
choice I had to make was one regarding the use of proper terminology. At first, I 
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entertained the notion of using a term different from "Aksumite" to denote the cultural 
area (for e.g. Shire Plateau culture), as I had noted that the term was almost always 
erroneously equated with the monumental remains of the Aksumite empire of the first 
millennium AD. 
Indeed, it appears the early excavators mistook the material remains of the fully-
developed Aksumite state for the common elements of Aksumite culture. Perhaps, it did 
not occur to them that these remains most probably represented a mature stage of an 
ongoing political evolution. Equally, the term "pre-Aksumite" hardly did justice to the 
material record as it implied a well-defined break from later "Aksumite" culture. 
I found the best way to rectify the problem was to designate the better-known 
Aksumite material culture (maturing during the first millennium AD) as "Classic 
Aksumite". Similarly, I renamed "pre-Aksumite" to "Preclassic Aksumite", and 
designated the few enigmatic centuries between the collapse of the Aksumite state and 
the rise of the Solomonid state "Postclassic Aksumite". 
If not for the prevalence of earlier terminology in the archaeological literature, I 
would have preferred getting rid of the evolutionary connotations and refer simply to 
Early, Middle and Late Aksumite culture. However, one has to build on existing 
scholarly traditions. Table 9 introduces this new framework. 
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Period Phase Time S~an 
Post Classic 
Aksumite 10th - 13th cen. AD 
Classic Late 7th - 9th century AD 
Aksumite Middle 4th - 6th century AD 
Early 1st - 3rd century AD 
Preclassic Late 4th -1st century BC 
Aksumite Middle 9th - Sth century BC 
Early 16th- 10th cen. BC 
Table 9: Revised cultural framework for Aksumite culture. 
The Preclassic Aksumite period was marked by the growth of settled 
communities, and complex societies (Grat Abune Afse, Ona, Yeha, Aksum D, Matara), 
and was manifested in the polity of D'amat. The Classic Aksumite period saw more 
complex political organizations such as the Aksumite state, as evidenced in the 
archaeological record by cities, full-time craft specialists and strong political authority. 
The Late Classic marks the abandonment of Aksum as the state's capital, whereas the 
Postclassic was evidenced by a southern shift in the centers of population and a 
breakdown in kingship, and paved the road for the later rise of strong states in the 
Ethiopian highlands (Christian Empire) and the Eastern lowlands (Ifat, Dawaro, Adal, 
Harar) (Conti Rossini 1928, Sergew 1972, Merid 1971 ). 
From the onset, I would like to point out that we should not assume each 
chronological period was marked by unique characteristics and begins and ends with such 
sharp and profound changes. The dividing lines are, at best, arbitrary. And, as argued by 
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one scholar of the Maya, we should think of chronological boundaries "not as fixed dates, 
but as approximations of transitions that actually extended over many centuries and 
varied from region to region" (Sharer 2006: 156). In other words, the continuity of 
Aksumite culture from late second millennium BC to late first millennium AD should be 
kept in mind. 
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Figure 8. The new cultural framework compared to previous ones. 
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A comparison with previous chronologies reveals that the new framework is not 
only close to local historical accounts, but also conforms to the currently accepted 
chronology in most matters (see Figure 8 above). Until future research provides newer 
insight into the elusive Preclassic D'amat polity1, current evidence leads us to believe that 
full-blown statehood appeared only in Early Classic times at Aksum. The developmental 
nature of this state is the topic of the next chapter. 
1 Recent findings by Andrea Manzo of more Preclassic Askumite elite residences in eastern Tigray 
(Ethiopia) are allegedly associated with South Arabian pottery. Once fully published, these findings could 
help bolster claims for South Arabian inspired statehood during this period. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
EMERGENCE OF THE AKSUMITE STATE 
Nowadays, it is hard to imagine a society without a body of governance termed 
the state. Failed states such as Somalia, Bosnia and Liberia have been repeatedly used to 
illustrate pitfalls that follow the collapse of this entity. Why has the state become such a 
commonly accepted form of governance? Was it really an inevitable stage of social-
evolution? 
Theories of State Formation 
The state can be defined as a society m which there is a centralized and 
specialized institution of government (Haas 1982:3). In this thesis, I do not pursue an 
analysis of the interesting dichotomy between state and government, and have chosen to 
use the term "state" to refer to both. 
Needless to say, there are numerous theories for the evolution of the state. The 
prevalent ones include the Divine, Consent, Coercive and Organic theories (Sicker 1991 ). 
Most present-day states are seen as products of the Consent theory, in which certain 
segments of society choose a governing body to which they surrender some of their rights 
(use of force, legislating) in return for the guarantee of other privileges (private property, 
peace)1• The twentieth century saw remnants of states attributed to the Divine rule (Japan, 
1 The obvious shortcoming of the Consent theory is the implicit notion that political structures already 
existed in the society, an assumption not useful for reconstructing the processes leading to state formation. 
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United Kingdom, Ethiopia), where heads of state claimed religious mandate to rule their 
citizens. 
The Organic theory likens the state to a human body dependent on the proper 
functioning of its organs (administrative bodies) for survivaf. In other words, the state is 
seen as a product of the laws of nature, with incidences of birth (formation), growth 
(consolidation) and final death (collapse). On the other hand, in the Coercive theory the 
state is humanly forged, giving what post-modernists term "agency" to the process. 
These seemingly disparate theories all have one thing in common. They attempt 
to grapple with one important question - Did the state result out of a natural social 
process or did it arise artificially? In this thesis, I subscribe to the notion that the state, as 
a form of governance, is an artificial creation which, once created, starts to behave like a 
biological organism (Sicker 1991: 140). 
As useful as these theories may seem, we have to keep in mind that the above 
models usually derive processes from the final attributes of their particular model states, 
and not from the constituent political elements of society. Hence, they remain useful for 
creating scenarios, but not so much for identifying generative processes leading to 
statehood. 
In his review of state-formation theory, Haas (1982) was able to group the various 
theories into two schools of thought - the "conflict" and the "integration" school. The 
conflict school argues that the state evolved as a result of conflict between unequal social 
classes, whereas the integration school claims social groups voluntarily came together to 
2 Such an analogy has been used to characterize the malignancy of the different organs of the "failed" state. 
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submit to state authority. Haas then developed the "power theory" for state formation, 
which is based on the notion of differential access to resources through control of 
production and procurement (Haas 1982: 151 ). 
Until recently, the conventional wisdom among archaeological circles had been to 
view the state as the last stage in a unilineal trajectory of social evolution (Service 1971 ). 
This famed "band- tribe- chiefdom- state" trajectory was based on the assumption that 
the growth of political complexity resulted from the increase in inequality and social 
distance. 
Coeval with this view, archaeologists put together a list of potential factors that 
helped bring about the rise of the state. These included population pressure, long-distance 
trade, and warfare. However, these turned out to be consequences following statehood, 
rather than factors leading to it (Claessen & Skalink 1978: 69). 
The weakness of the above approaches was compounded by the absence of a 
generally recognized definition of the "state" among archaeologists. Nevertheless, recent 
work has shown that the state was only one of the many forms of organizations for 
societal relations that could best be studied in context with the larger socio-evolutionary 
processes3 coeval with it (Carneiro et al. 2004). 
Archaeologists are also beginning to question previous notions of state and pre-
state level societies. Along with the understanding that the pathway to statehood was 
3 
One of these processes was the transition from foraging to food production. 
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numerous, they have redefined non-state societies as state-analogous in the sense that 
these were not merely the earlier evolutionary stages of states (Carneiro et al. 2004: 16). 
Such an approach has allowed the pursuit of larger questions applicable to all 
forms of social development beyond the now-demystified state. How can we detect the 
emergence of an ideology which justifies socio-political inequality? And, more 
importantly, how can we identify the special mechanisms for the control and integration 
of the naturally fragile social boundaries of early societies? The implications of such 
inquiries will, hopefully, soon help archaeologists form a consensus on the matter of the 
state. 
Models for Aksumite State Evolution 
In Chapter 4, I made the claim that Aksumite culture underwent at least a 
millennium of gradual social development before it attained full blown statehood in Early 
Classic times. This is a far cry from previous scenarios where scholars had to account for 
the rise of the state within a few centuries with diffusion, trade or other strong external 
stimuli (Fattovich et al. 2000, Munro-Hay 1989). 
The emergence of the Aksumite state has been explained by various models. On 
one side you have Butzer's emphasis on an agricultural surplus model, which helped 
sustain the state with a double harvest in the early centuries AD (Butzer 1981 ), whereas 
on the other, you have Munro-Hay's and Fattovich's external trade stimulus model, 
which places importance on Aksum's inclusion in the larger Roman trade network 
(Fattovich et al 2000, Munro-Hay 1991). Kobishchanov and Michels take on a rather 
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different v1ew on the matter, g1vmg a central role to political consolidation of 
surrounding kingdoms in Aksumite state formation (Kobishchanov 1979, Michels 2005). 
Each of these models shall be examined at some length below. 
Agricultural Surplus Model 
In the 1970s, Karl Butzer conducted a detailed geomorphological study of the 
Aksumite landscape. Using already exposed sections from Chittick's BIEA excavations 
as well as those he himself periodically exposed along the stream Mai Lahlah, he was 
able to put together a comprehensive depositional history for the Aksumite plain (Butzer 
1981 ). 
Butzer identified three main "aggradation" levels in the deposits. The bottom 
level (Agd 1) showed incredible amounts of runoff soil and evidence for floods, and was 
interpreted as showing the existence of two rainy seasons and a double harvest (Spring 
and Summer). The next level (Agd 2) showed creeping erosion and gradual 
abandonment, whereas Agd 3 showed building rubble and high erosion being washed 
down to the plains, evidence of complete abandonment. According to Butzer, Agd 1 
lasted from AD 100-350 (Early Classic), Agd 2 from AD 600-800 (Late Classic) and Agd 
3 from AD 800-950 (Terminal Classic). 
A double harvest in Early Classic times could be seen as one explanation for the 
economic ascendancy of the Aksumite state. Unfortunately, a closer look at Butzer's 
chronology quickly dispels the strength of his interpretations. As chronometric dates had 
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not yet come out of Aksum in the early 70s, Butzer relied on relative chronology to date 
his aggradation levels. 
Hence, since Agd 1 showed the earliest occupation of the plain, he gave it the 
earliest dates then known for Aksum- AD 100-350. Today, we know from the D-site that 
the surrounding area was occupied as early as the Middle Preclassic (Phillipson 2000). 
Since this throws off Butzer's relative chronology by a millennium, we can hardly equate 
the potential for a double harvest to the emergence of the state in Early Classic times. 
Double harvests could have been collected in Preclassic times, and if the sole factor 
leading to statehood, should equally have resulted in the earlier rise of the Aksumite state. 
Therefore, agricultural surplus could not have been the major factor in the rise of 
the Aksumite state. And, unless we start finding evidence that it was only in Early Classic 
times that the potential for a double harvest was realized, we would have to see the 
surplus as a constant background, and not a factor, in state formation. 
External Trade Stimulus Model 
This very appealing model comes in two distinct, but thematically related pulses. 
The first stimulus came in Middle Preclassic times, with the arrival and settlement of 
South Arabian traders/colonizers around Yeha (Anfray 1990). The second stimulus came 
in Late Preclassic-Early Classic times with the inclusion of the Aksumite region in the 
larger Roman trade network (Fattovich et al2000) 
Pulse 1 (1000-500 BC) 
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Evidence for the migration or, at best, acculturation of South Arabian elements in 
Aksumite society comes in the form of alleged South Arabian inscriptions, votive objects 
and masonry. It is argued that this external cultural element helped catalyze local social 
complexity in the Ethio-Sabean period and eventually led to the state of D'amat (Anfray 
1990). 
If the above model is indeed reflected in the archaeological record, one expects to 
also find non-monumental material culture from the South Arabian settlers. However, not 
only have we been unable to find any characteristic South Arabian pottery at Aksumite 
culture sites, but we have also started to seriously question the exact nature of the 
monumental remains. 
We have already discussed how the so-called South Arabian inscriptions, were 
actually proto-Ge'ez inscription in Sabean script (Chapter 4). Moreover, the votive 
objects in the few Preclassic temples appear to be imitations of South Arabian objects and 
the South Arabian-like masonry at the Temple at Yeha is too isolated to mean anything. 
The humble living quarters and utensils of the Aksumite population at the D-site show 
how the general populace really lived, and that the South Arabian elements hardly spread 
during the Preclassic (Phillips 2004). 
At best, these South Arabian-like monumental remains appear to be a conscious 
adaptation of South Arabian religious motifs by a powerful group of elite in the Aksumite 
cultural area4• But as to whether these elements were common to both sides of the Red 
4 Such use of foreign motifs can be likened to the adoption of Egyptian religious and political institutions 
by the Kushite elite in the Third Intermediate Period (Shaw et al 2000). 
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Sea remains to be seen, since we still lack chronometric dates for the "South Arabian" 
elements at Y eha. 
Moreover, there is little convincing evidence for the adoption of South Arabian 
institutions of administration and kingship, which would have naturally followed had 
social complexity in the Aksumite cultural area resulted from such a stimulus. Previous 
claims for such institutions and terms came from the same inscriptions which we now 
know to be locally commissioned. 
Pulse 2 (200 BC- AD 200) 
The second stimulus is related to the impressive Roman trade network that 
directly encompassed nearby Northeast Africa, the Arabian Peninsula as well as South 
and East Asia indirectly. As early as the first century AD, we have strong textual 
evidence that indicates the inclusion of the Aksumite region in this large network (Casson 
1989). 
Scholars have used this evidence to imply the central role of trade in the Aksumite 
state formation process. Fattovich, one of the few excavators still working in the 
Aksumite realm, remains a strong proponent of this view. Putting together a list of 
imported artifacts found in his excavations, he sees a tremendous growth of Red Sea 
Trade in the Early Classic period which resulted in a strong Aksumite state which 
regulated and benefited from it (Fattovich et al2000, Fattovich & Bard 2001). 
However, an explanation for the rise of Aksum can not be sought in the growth of 
Red Sea trade since the development of long-distance trade in this region occurred not in 
the Early Classic, but earlier in Preclassic times. Why did the state not emerge then? Are 
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we not wrongly attributing the consequences of state formation as factors? It is more 
likely that the flourishing of trading towns, such as Adulis, was instead promoted by the 
rise of the Aksumite state rather than vice versa (Kobishchanov 1979: 36). 
Conquest and Consolidation Model 
In his recently published report of innovative survey work in the 1970s, Michels 
lays out a detailed reconstruction of the political evolution of the Aksumite cultural area 
(Michels 2005). Using ceramic clusters and densities to reconstruct regional social-
organizations and populations, respectively, he was able to put forward a tentative 
sequence of processes (spanning a millennium) leading to the emergence of the Aksumite 
state. 
Simply put, the existence of several "chiefdoms" in the Late Preclassic eventually 
led to the emergence of Eastern (Adwa, Y eha, Matara) and Western (Aksum) competing 
polities - as reflected in the distinctions in pottery. By the Early Classic period, Aksum 
emerged victorious and was able to consolidate both parts of the realm - as reflected in 
the uniformity of ceramics and the large monumental works at Aksum. Implicit in the 
process of consolidation appears to be the act of warfare and conquest. 
The central role of warfare is equally attested in Aksumite and other 
contemporary sources (Kobishchanov 1979). The striking observation that notions of 
kingship and legitimacy were very much influenced by the military has already been 
discussed in Chapter 2. In this famous Adulis inscription, the anonymous Aksumite 
Emperor recounts his successful campaigns against the various peoples around the 
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Aksumite heartland, Nubia, the Egyptian border, as well as across the Arabian Peninsula, 
and ends with the remark, "I am the first and only of the kings my predecessors to have 
subdued all these peoples" (Hendrickx 1984: 19). Indeed, it appears that this vast power, 
the largest on the African continent (after the Roman Empire), emerged most probably as 
a result of the successful military campaigns of such an impressive ruler (Kobishchanov 
1979: 46). 
The development of the Aksumite military institution can be traced with some 
effort. Inscriptions from Middle Preclassic times allude to the consolidation of Eastern 
and Western Aksumite realms by the D'amat military (Bernard et al 1991: 12-37). 
However, military titles and offices have not come down to us from that period. By the 
Early Classic, we have numerous Aksumite state inscriptions (DAE 4-7) describing the 
role of the military in tribute collecting, resettlement, pacification and other state 
functions- a role it could have also played a few centuries earlier. Foreign accounts also 
start to emerge concerning the might of the Aksumite army (Mani's Kephalia) and the 
presence of Aksumite regiments in Roman Egypt to congratulate Aurelian in his victories 
(Kobishchanov 1979). Overseas, as early as the end of the second century AD, we have 
accounts of Aksumite mercenaries getting involved in South Arabian royal feuds and 
establishing a short-lived colony. 
The seemingly sudden5 prominent role of the military in Early Aksumite times 
coincided with the institution of kingship. The first recorded rulers of Aksum all carried 
with their royal names the name of the regiment they either came from or were elected 
5 This is merely a reflection of the lack of sources which no doubt would have helped reconstruct the 
growth of the military in Preclassic Aksumite times. 
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by. The strong relationship between the military and kingship institutions continued to 
Late Classic times. Well after the collapse of the Aksumite state, the relationship was 
evident in the Lalibela, Adal, Ifat and other states of Terminal Classic and Postclassic 
times - which arose mostly by the consolidation of previous Aksumite territories into 
their respective realms. 
Interestingly, the models mentioned above have also been used to examine the 
growth and decline of the Aksumite state. While Butzer does not go as far as to claim 
environmental degradation caused the decline of the state, he remarks, that it exacerbated 
the situation (1981). Almost all scholars claim the major factor for the Aksumite state's 
decline to be its loss of long-distance economic contacts (Munro-Hay 1991, Fattovich 
2000, Phillipson 1998). Moreover, local legends and historical sources recount the tragic 
demise of the state with the military defeat of its last rulers (Sergew 1972). 
Over all, the discussion above should make it evident to us that none of the 
existing models fit the evidence perfectly. This is not surprising as the rise of the 
Aksumite state was no doubt due to a myriad of processes. Nevertheless, the 




I began this assessment of Aksumite cultural frameworks and models knowing 
quite well the importance of critically questioning accepted assumptions. These simple 
assumptions affect current discourse (or lack of it) on issues such as what constitutes 
Aksumite culture, how governance of a large territory was attained, and what role 
Aksumite institutions (such as trade) played in the larger world system. Much to my 
surprise, I have come out of this exercise with the realization that current scholarship 
rests on a very weak basis. 
An assessment of the basis of cultural frameworks came up with only a handful of 
sources that could be taken at face value (Chapter 3), serving as a warning to future 
researchers who come into the field assuming the a cultural chronology has already been 
worked out. In addition, the long-held notion that the Aksumite monetary system was 
closely tied to the Roman has been seriously questioned. The same is true for the sharp 
break in cultural periodization dividing the "pre-Aksumite" from the "Aksumite". 
Instead, there appears to have been a continuous social evolution spanning these 
periods from the late second millennium BC to late first millennium AD. A revised 
cultural framework is introduced, emphasizing this cultural continuity and employing a 
revised terminology for the designation of the phases within this continuous spectrum 
(Chapter 4). 
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The revised cultural framework comes with a caveat - it is framed not only by 
currently available evidence, but also by my own idiosyncratic method of evaluating 
acceptable evidence. Nevertheless, I have made all my claims explicit and look forward 
to seeing how these are upheld (or rejected) by other scholars. The more important issue, 
I argue, is to keep in mind the main role of any cultural framework - helping frame a 
plausible developmental narrative that best fits the archaeological record. 
The nature of the state's emergence is still plagued with questions. In his 
comprehensive review of early African complex societies, Connah puts forward a 
"productive land hypothesis," in which the crucial common factor underlying the 
emergence of African elites was the control of more highly productive land (Connah 
2001: 295). I believe there is great promise in trying to understand the process of 
Aksumite warfare and consolidation within the context of similar local social processes. 
The Future of Aksumite Studies 
Scholars of Aksum have hardly begun to master all the sources on this great 
civilization. The archaeologist makes little effort to examine historical sources, whereas 
the historian can hardly keep up with the findings from the countless unpublished 
archaeological expeditions. The last comprehensive synthesis of these sources is 
unfortunately becoming outdated (Kobishchanov 1979), whereas more recent studies 
appear too cautious to embark on a synthesis of similar breadth (Munro-Hay 1991, 
Fattovich et al. 2000, Phillipson 1998). 
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The spatial variations of Aksumite culture needs to be painstakingly drawn by 
surveys as ambitious as that of the PSU in the 1970s. This would require the integration 
of research on both sides of the Ethiopia-Eritrea border, a hard feat to achieve due to 
current conditions. Nevertheless, once this is accomplished, we can wed our spatial and 
temporal insights and begin to build a strong cultural narrative. 
Hand in hand with this long-term project, questions such as the nature of the 
Aksumite military can be examined by looking for explanations for the lack of strong 
garrisons, hoards of weaponry and separate military settlements in the archaeological 






Lab# Site Sample No. Type of Sample Context UncaUbrated ER Callbr 1 ola, ER CaUb 2 oig, ER CaUb 3 ola, ER Calibration Met d Source of Date 
P.2310 St. XXIIA(5a) charcoal hearth, pit b.p. 1960 40 AD 30-50 50 MASCA __@!{>h ct. al. I 73} Chittick 197 6 p. 179 
P.2311 St. X.."(l!H(5) charcoal steps to platfom1 b.p. 1820 50 AD 150 SO MASCA (Raph ct. al. I 73) Chittick 1976 p. ISO 
P,2312 St. XXIIH(Sd) charcoal deposit above platform b.p. 1610 40 AD 390 40 MASCA _(Raph et. al. I 73) Chittick 1976 p. ISO 
P.2313 St. Xl!F\V(6a) charcoal bottom of robber's pit b.p . 1690 180 AD 270 ISO MASCA (Raph eL al . I 73) Chittick 1976 p. 1so 
P.2314 DA(15) charcoal outer Pl\rt of chamber C b.p. 1680 80 AD 280 80 MASCA (Raph et. al. I 73) Chittick 1976 p. 180 
P,2315 GT!J(11) charcoal tomb in Gudit field b.p. 1720 220 AD 230-50 220 MASCA (Raph et. al . I 73) Chittick 1976 p. 180 
P.2316 [\'(/ 11(5) charcoal debris of burnt buildinR b,p. 1550 so AD 440 50 MASCA (Raph et. al. 1 73) Chittick 1976 p. 181 
P.2317 IWIA(3) charcoal burnt beam (C. abyssinica) b.p. 1890 so AD 90 50 MASCA _@_aph et. al. I 73) Chittick 1976 p. 181 
GX-21002 ON 1 SU3(L3) charcoal b.p. 2235 220 6SO BC- ADO 900 BC- AD 300 11 00 BC- AD 500 OxCal (Sruiver et. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 363 
GX-23224 ON IXSU16(1) charcoal b.p. 2205 45 350 BC- 200 BC 3so BC- 120 BC 400BC- 60 BC OxCal {Stuiver et. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 363 
GX-23225 ON IXSU16(2) charcoal b.p. 2185 so 340 BC- 170 BC 380 BC- 80 BC 400 BC· 20 BC OxCal (Sruiver eL al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 363 
GX-23227 ON !XSU26 charcoal b,p. 2180 50 340 BC- 160 BC 380 BC- 70 BC 400 BC- 20 BC Ox Cal {Sruivcr et. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 363 
GX-24313 ON !X-XI SU36 charcoal b.p. 2120 230 500 BC- AD 150 800 BC- AD 400 I 000 BC- AD 600 OxCal {Sruiver et. al. 19 8) Bard & F•ttovich 2005 p. 363 
GX-22060 ON VSU24 AMS b.p. 2090 60 200 BC- 30 BC 3SOBC-AD 40 380 BC- AD 100 OxCal (Sruiver et. al. 19' 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 363 
GX-29481 MAl SU3 charcoal b.p. 2070 40 ISO BC- 20 BC 200BC-AD 20 3SOBC-AD 70 OxCal (Sruivet et. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 363 
GX-23232 Tomb 2 Chamber b charcoal b.p. 1930 45 AD 25- AD 125 40 BC- AD 210 90BC-AD240 OxCal (Sruiver et. al. 19 8) Baed & Fattovich 2005 p. 363 
GX-21006 OAZ VI B 2-3 F3 SUS AMS b.p. 1930 50 AD20- AD 130 50BC- AD 220 110 BC- AD 260 OxCal (Sruiver et. al. 19 18) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-22062 ON IV A 2SU26 AMS b.p. 1930 60 20 BC- AD 140 SOBC-AD240 170 BC- AD 260 OxCal (Stuiver et. al. 19 18) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-23214 ON VSU37 charcoal b.p._ 1920 55 AD 20- AD 170 40BC- AD 230 130 BC- AD 320 OxCal (Sruivet et. al. 19 8) Bard & Fottovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-21003 ON JII SU3 (1.1) charcoal b,p, 1895 135 50 BC- AD 290 250 BC- AD 450 400 BC- AD 600 OxCal (Sruiver eL al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p, 364 
GX-21005 Tomb2SU IS AMS b.p. 1870 so AD 80- AD 220 AD30-AD310 40BC- AD 350 OxCal (Sruiver et. al. 19' 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p, 364 
GX-24318 ON XVI SUS charcoal b.p. 1760 185 AD 50-AD 480 200 BC- AD 650 400 BC- AD900 OxCal (Sruivcr ct. al. 19 8) Baed & Fattovich 2005 p, 364 
GX-21004 ON Ill SU4 charcoal b.p. 1540 80 AD 430- AD 600 AD 330- AD 650 AD40-AD720 Ox Cal (Sruiver ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-23219 ON VII SU70 (1.5) charcoal b.p. 2160 290 600 BC- AD I SO 900 BC- AD 500 1300 BC- AD 800 OxCal (Sruiver et. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-29482 ON XVIISU17 charcoal b.p. 1910 40 AD 50-AD 160 AD 0- AD 220 40 BC- AD 250 OxCal (Sruiver ct. al. 19' 8) Baed & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-24319 ON VII -X SU97 charcoal b.p. 1910 130 60 BC- AD 260 300 BC- AD 400 400 BC- AD 550 OxCai_(Sruivcr ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-22058 ON V SUI9 (2) charcoal b.p_. 1900 so AD 50- AD 200 10 BC- AD 240 50 BC- AD 320 OxCal (S_ruivcr ct. al. 19 !8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-23216 ON VII SU70 (1.1) charcoal b.p. 1850 120 AD 30-AD 320 ISO BC- AD 450 350 BC- AD 600 OxCal {Stuivcr ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-23226 ON IXSU25 charcoal b.p. 1820, 45 AD 140- AD 270 AD 80-AD 340 AD30-AD390 OxCal (Sruivcr ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-22057 ON VSU19(1) charcoal b,p. 1770 60 AD 170- AD 350 AD 100- AD 410 ADSO-ADSOO OxCal {Stuivcr ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-23228 ON IXSU26 charcoal b,p. 1735 45 AD 250- AD 380 ADI60- AD 410 AD 130- AD 470 OxCal (Sruivcr ct. al. 19 8) . Bard & Fattovich 200S_p_. 364 
GX-22059 ON V SUI9 (3) charcoal b.p. 1705 145 AD 150- AD 500 ADO- AD 650 200 BC- AD 800 Ox Cal (Sruiver ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 364 
GX-23229 ON IXSU23 charcoal b.p. 1695 45 AD 270- AD 400 AD 240- AD 460 AD 140- AD 540 OxCal (Sruivcr ct. al. 19' 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-23218 ON VII SU56 (1.1) charcoal b.p. 1685 45 AD 280- AD 410 AD 250- AD 500 AD 150- AD 540 OxCal (Stuiver ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-23221 ON Vll SUS6 (1.2) charcoal b.p. 1680 45 AD 280- AD 420 AD 250- AD 510 AD 170- AD 540 OxCal (Stluvcr ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-232211 ON VII SU35 charcoal b.p. 1760 145 AD 100- AD 440 100 BC- AD 600 350 BC- AD 700 OxCal (Stuivcr et. al. 19' 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-28183 GA 1-11 Room 4 SU21 AMS b.p. 1670 60 AD 330- AD 415 AD 260- AD 440 AD 250- AD 530 OxCal {Stuivcr et. al. 19 8) Bard & Fmovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-22099 ON VISU21 AMS b.p. 1650 60 AD 310- AD 500 AD 250- AD 5SO AD 150- AD 610 OxCal (Sruivcr et. al. I 9 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-28178 TB I Il2 SU22 L.3 PI AMS b.p. 1620 40 AD 390- AD 520 AD 320· AD 540 AD60-AD600 OxCal (Stuiver ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-28181 GA II DS SU7 (2) AMS b.p. 1610 40 AD 410- AD 520 AD 340- AD SSO AD 260- AD 600 OxCai_(Sruiver et. al. 19' 8 Bard & Fattovich 2005 p, 365 
GX-22100 ON VI SU25 AMS b.p_. 1590 so AD 420- AD 540 AD 340- AD 600 AD 260- AD 640 OxCal (Stuivcr et. al. 19' 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p, 365 
GX-28182 GA 1-11 Room 2 SU13 AMS b.p. 1590 30 AD 435- AD 525 AD 410- AD 5SO AD 350- AD 600 OxCal (Sruivcr cL al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-23222 ON VII SU54 charcoal b.p. 1580 180 AD 250- AD 630 AD SO-AD 850 200 BC- AD I 000 OxCal (Sruivcr cL al. 1\ll 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-28180 TEID1SU221- 1 AMS b.p, 1580 40 AD 435- AD 535 AD 400- AD 590 AD 320- AD 620 OxCal (Stuiver ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-28179 TEl I Room 1 SU6 L.l PI AMS b.p. 1570 30 AD 445- AD 550 AD 420- AD 580 AD 400- AD 610 OxCal (Sruiver et. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p . 365 
GX-22065 ON Vl SU20 AMS b.p. 1560 60 AD 430- AD 580 AD 360- AD 630 AD 260- AD 660 OxCal (Sruivcr ct. al. 1_\ll 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-23215 ON VII SUSS charcoal b ,p. 1560 45 AD 440- AD 560 AD 410- AD 610 AD 340- AD 640 OxCal (Sruivcr et. al. 1\ll 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 365 
GX-23220 ON VII SU37 charcoal b.p. 1535 so AD 450- AD 590 AD 420- AD 640 AD 350- AD 660 OxCal (Stuivcr ct. al. 19' 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 366 
GX-24314 ON IX-X! SUS0-52 charcoal b.p. 1530 60 AD 430- AD 610 AD 380- AD 670 AD 200- AD 800 OxCal (Sruiver ct. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 366 
GX-22056 ON VSU12 charcoal b.p. 1460, 130 AD 440- AD 700 AD 250- AD 900 AD 100- AD 1000 OxCal {Stuiver et. al. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 366 
. 




GX-22096 ON IV-V1 SU26 charcoal b.p. 1375 270 AD 350- AD 950 ADO-AD 1200 300 BC- AD 1400 OxCal (Stuiver et. a!. 19 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 366 
GX-23223 ON IX SU24 (1.2) charcoal b.p. 745, 115 AD 1130- AD 1360 AD 1030- AD 1410 AD 900- AD 1500 Ox Cal (Stuiver et. al. 19 · 8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 366 
GX-29843 GA Ill SUS charco2..1 b.p. 560 30 AD 1320- AD 1400 AD 1300- AD 1420 AD 1290- AD 1440 OxCalJStuiver et. a!. 19 8} Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 366 
GX-23230 OAZ VII B3SU3 charcoal b.p. 555 175 AD 1270- AD 1590 AD 1050- AD 1800 AD 900- AD 950 OxCal (Stuiver et. a!. 19' '8) Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 366 
GX-23231 OAZ VIISU4 charcoal b.p. 65,65 AD 1810- AD 1920 AD 1670- AD 1800 AD 1662 Ox Cal ~tuivcr ct. a!. 19' ·8)_ Bard & Fattovich 2005 p. 366 
OxA-8232 A2(5) seed HordeumSp. b.p. 165,35 AD 1730- AD 1820 AD 1650- AD 1890 Phillipson 2000 p. 504 
OxA-8360 A2(4) charcoal Ficus Sp. b.p. 175 35 AD 1730- AD 1810 AD 1650- AD 1880 Phillipson 2000 p. 504 
OxA-8359 Nl(S) charcoal Rhus Sp. b.p. 9495 so 8820 BC- 8720 BC 9150 BC- 8600 BC Phillipson 2000 p. 504 
OxA-8384 NI(S) charcoal Rhus Sp. b.p. 9975 55 9420 BC- 9300 BC 9750 BC· 9250 BC Phillipson 2000 p. 504 
OxA-8340 Bl.l\ charcoal Ficus Sp. b.p. 1705 45 AD 320- AD 400 AD 230- AD 430 Phillipson 2000 p. 504 
OxA-8341 B/J\ charcoal Acokanthera Sp. b.p. 1655, 40 AD 340- AD 430 AD 250- AD 460 Phillipson 2000 p. 504 
OxA-8363 BG_{15) charcoal Maycenus Sp. b.p. 1725 35 AD 250- AD 345 AD 230- AD 400 Phillipson 2000 p. 504 
OxA-8364 BG(9)d . charcoal Ficus Sp.? b.p. 1725 40 AD 250- AD 380 AD 220- AD 410 Phillipson 2000 p. 504 
OxA-8365 BG(9)d charcoal OleaSp. b.p. 1750 35 AD 230- AD 340 AD ZOO- AD 390 Phillipson 2000 p. 504 
OxA-8984 BB(15) charred bone b.p. 1925, 50 AD20-AD 140 40BC- 230AD Phillipson 2000 p. 504 
OxA-8366 MF(arch) charcoal Acacia Sp. b.p. 1745, 30 AD 280- AD 335 AD 220- AD 390 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8367 ME34(5) charcoal Ficus Sp. b.p. 1645 35 AD 345- AD 430 AD 320- AD 460 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8358 G2(5)q charcoal Rhus Sp. b.p. 1825 40 AD 130- AD 230 AD80-AD260 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8342 G2(4)q charcoal Acokanthera Sp. b.p. 1780 40 AD 190- Ad 260 AD 120- AD 350 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8229 D 13(2)-ph.ZA seed TriticumSp. b.p. 2485 40 710 BC- 530 BC 800 BC- 4 70 BC Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8281 D22(349)-ph.2 seed Triticum Sp. b.p. 2430 so 550 BC- 400 BC 770 BC- 400 BC Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8228 D22(277)-ph.3B seed Gossypium Sp. b.p. 1240 35 AD 690- AD 810 AD 680- AD 880 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8334 D22(277)-ph.3B charcoal Ficus & Acokanthera Sp. b.p. 2480 45 720 BC- 520 BC 790 BC- 470 BC Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8283 D19(1 00)-ph. 7B seed Hordeum Sp. b.p. 1430, 50 AD 590- AD 660 AD 530- AD 680 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8983 D19(100)-ph.7!l seed Leus Sp. b.p. 1415 so AD 595- AD 665 AD 540- AD 690 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8285 D19(35)-ph.9A seed Hordeum Sp. b.p. 2190 50 3 70 BC- 380 BC 390 BC- 120 BC Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8336 D19(35)-ph.9A charcoal Ficus & Acokanthera Sp. b.p. 1590, 40 AD 420- AD 530 AD 380- AD 570 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8337 D22(220)-ph.9A seed Hordeum Sp. b.p. 1520 so AD 450- AD 600 AD 420- AD 630 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8230 D16(26)-ph.10 seed La~~:<ndua Sp. b.p. 1360 40 AD 630- AD 685 AD 600- AD 720 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8286 D19(40)-ph.10 seed Cicer Sp. b.p. 1115,45 AD 885- AD 975 AD 800- AD 1010 Phillij>son 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8231 D 16{18)-ph.11 seed Linum Sp. b.p. 128S 40 AD 675- AD 725. AD 6SO- AD 820 Phillij>son 2000 p. 50S 
OxA-8335 D 16(18)-ph.11 charcoal Acacia & Acokanthera Sp. b.p. 1290 45 AD 6 70- AD 725 AD 650- AD 860 Phillipson 2000 p. 505 
OxA-8287 D22J248)-ph.12-13 seed VitisSp. b.p. 1305 50 AD 660- AD 770 AD 640- AD 860 Phillipson 2000 p. SOS 
OxA-8288 K7(8)-ph.l seed Hordeum Sp. b.p. 1S85 50 AD 420- AD 540 AD 340- AD 600 Phillipson 2000 p. S06 
OxA-8338 K7(8)-ph.l charcoal Acokanthera Sp. b.p. 1S90 so AD 420- AD 540 AD 340- AD 600 Phillipson 2000 p. 506 
OxA-8289 K8(3/6)-ph.V seed Triticum Sp. b.p. 1 oss, so AD 940- AD 1020 AD 870- AD 1050 Phillipson 2000 p. 506 
OxA-8339 K8(3/ 6)-ph.V charcoal AcaciaSp. b.p. 1665 45 AD 330- AD 430 AD 240- AD 460 Phillipson 2000 p. 506 
Beta 130119 Sembel A, level 4D charcoal b.p. 2440, 70 770 BC- 405 BC 790 BC- 385 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 130120 Sembel A, level 5 lens A charcoal b.p. 2460, 60 770 BC- 410 BC 790 BC- 395 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 130121 Sembel A level 7 charcoal b.p. 2370 70 515 BC- 385 BC 770 BC- 360 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 130122 Sembel A level 8 charcoal b.p. 2550 60 800 BC- 760 BC 820 BC- 500 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 130123 Sembcl A, level11 AMS b.p. 2600 40 810 BC- 785 BC 820 BC- 770 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 152960 MJ-107-A, levelS fea. 2 charcoal b.p. 2390 70 530 BC- 390 BC 780 BC- 370 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 152961 MH07-A level 10 fea 4 charcoal b .p. 2480 80 790 BC- 410 BC 810 BC- 390 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 152963 MJ-107-A level23 fea 7 charcoal b.p. 2560 70 800 BC- 760 BC 830 BC- 420 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 152964 OG01-A levels 6-8 charcoal b.p. 2400, 80 550 BC- 390 BC 790 BC- 360 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 152965 OGOl-A levels 13-15 charco:~.l b.p. 2200 80 380 BC- 160 BC 400 BC- 40 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 152966 OG01-A level17, fea. 3 ch:~.rcoal b.p. 2360, 80 520 IlC- 380 BC 770 BC- 350 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
B<ta 152967 OG01-A level22 fea. 4 charcoal b.p. 2480, 60 780 BC- 420 BC 800 BC- 400 BC Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Beta 130124 Sembcl II hearth charco:al hearth with black ware b.p. 1030 50 AD 980- AD 1025 AD 1095- AD 1140 Schmidt & Curtis 2000 p. 854 
Y-2365 Square Z-3 0.23 m below charcoal b.p. 550, 120 AD 1400 Dombrowski 1971 p. 1 OS 
Y-2366 Square Z-4 0.22 m below charcoal b.p. 660 80 AD 1290 Dombrowski 1971 p.105 
Y-2367 Square Z-6 1.1 m below charcoal b.p. 2030 80 80BC Dombrowski 1971 p. 105 
Y-2368 Square A-7, 0.59 m below charcoal b.p. 840 80 AD 1110 Dombrowski 1971 p. 1 OS 
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Y-2433 Square F-2 1 m below charcoal b.p. 630 80 AD 1320 Dombrowski 1971 p . 112 
Y-2434 Square A-4 1.86 m below charcoal b.p. 2470 80 520 BC Dombrowski 1971 p. 112 
PSU 11507 Surface collection obsidian Mai Ahu (I 9-24-027) 453BC 111 Michels 2005 
PSU #1394 Surface collection obsidian Adi 1-labalo (19-35-073) 566 BC 98 Michels 2005 
PSU #1395 Surface collection obsidian Adi 1-labalo 09-35-0731 943 BC 158 Michels 2005 
PSU #1396 Surface collection obsidian Adi Habalo (19-35-073) 614 BC 74 Michels 2005 
PSU #1405 Surface collection obsidian Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 398 BC 71 Michels 2005 
PSU #1406 Surface collection obsidian Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 664 BC 50 Michels 2005 
PSU #1407 SUrface collection obsidian Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 614 BC 124 Michels 2005 
PSU #1409 Surface collection obsidi:an Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 728 BC 53 Michels 2005 
PSU 111410 Surface collection obsidian Grar.Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 591 BC 94 Michels 2005 
PSU #1411 Surface colle~cion obsidi2n Grat Abune Afsea (20-22-020) 1573 BC 86 Michels 2005 
PSU #1512 Surface collection obsit:Uan Mai Ruba (34-42-098) 400 BC, 92 Michels 2005 
PSU #1527 Surface collection obsidian Metesi (39-14-021) 446 BC 93 Michels2005 
PSU #1528 Surface collection obsidian Metesi (39-14-021) 377 BC 91 Michels 2005 
PSU #1530 Surface collection obsidian Metesi (39-14-021)_ 515 BC 87 Michels 2005 
PSU #1529 Smface collection obsidian Metesi (39-14-021) 1532 BC 196 Michels 2005 
PSU #1554 Swface collection obsidian Beta Pentaleon (44-21-093) 127 BC 46 Michels 2005 
PSU #1561 Surface collection obsidian Mishilam (44-33-42) 460 BC 88 Michels 2005 
PSU #1 1P3 Surface collection obsidian Mishilam (44-33-42) 583 BC, 310 Michels 2005 
PSU 111562 Surface collection obsidian Mishilam (44-33-42) 332 BC 113 Michels 2005 
PSU #1578 Surface collection obsidian Adi Bariam (46-35-012) 678 BC 137 Michels 2005 
PSU #1577 Surface collection obsidian Adi Bariam (46-35-012) 684 BC 69 Michels 2005 
PSU #1589 Surface collection obsidian Mai Siva (54-51-003) 351 BC 88 Michels 2005 
PSU #1590 Surface collection obsidian Mai Siva (54-51-003) 347 BC, 37 Michels 2005 
PSU #1591 Surface collection obsidian Mai Siv• (54-5 1-003) 201 BC 128 Michels 2005 
PSU #1594 Surface collection obsidian Melazo (55-51-0982_ 191 BC 72 Michels 2005 
PSU #1408 Surface collection obsidian Gr.tt Beal Gubri (20-21-009) AD6 87 Michels 2005 
PSU #1401 Surface collection obsidian Hanzo Moholita (20-21-018) 375 BC 94 Michels 2005 
PSU #1399 Surface collection obsidian Hanza Moholita (20-21-018) 337 BC 89 Michels 2005 
PSU #1402 Surface collection obsidian Hanza Moholita (20-21-018) 147 BC 181 Michels 2005 
PSU #1400 Surface collection obsidian Hanza Moholita (20-21-018) 305 BC 140 Michels 2005 
PSU #1403 Surface collection obsidian Hanza Moholita (20-21-018) AD 153,126 Michels 2005 
PSU #1397 Surface collection obsidian Hanza Moholita (20-21-006) AD 135 26 Michels 2005 
PSU #1404 Surface collection obsiclian Hanza Moholita (20-21-027) AD 214 41 Michels 2005 
PSU #1398 Surface collection obsidian Hanza Moholita (20-21-006) AD 185 39 Michels 2005 
PSU #1538 Surface collection obsidian Guaga Edago (43-34-082) 175 BC 96 Michels 2005 
PSU #1603 Surface collection obsidian Enda Seglamen (52-52-036) SO BC 138 Michels 2005 
PSU #1608 Surface collection obsidian Enda Seglamen (52-52-036) 71 BC 150 Michels 2005 
PSU #1610 Surface collection obsidian Enda Seclamen (52-52-036) 50 BC 128 Michels 2005 
PSU 111602 Surface collection obsidian Enda Seclamen (52-52-036) 37 BC 72 Michels 2005 
PSU #1605 Surface collection obsidlan End a Seglamen (52-52-036) 9 BC 63 Michels 2005 
PSU #1606 Surface collection obsidian Enda Seglamen (52-52-036) AD 129 46 Michels 2005 
PSU #1607 Surface collection obsidian Enda Seglamen (52-52-036) AD 179 42 Michels 2005 
PSU #1609 Surface· collection obsidian End a Seglamen (52-52-036) AD 329 57 Michels 2005 
PSU #1604 Surface collection obsidian Enda Seglamen (52-52-036) AD 337 65 Michels 2005 
PSU #1601 Surface collection obsidi2n Enda Seglamen (52-52-036) AD612 74 Michels 2005 
PSU #1418 Surface collection obsidian Aoudi Welko (20-23-069) 1403BC 170 Michels 2005 
PSU #1582 Surftce collection obsidian Adi Atero (54-33-092) AD 161 97 Michels 2005 
PSU #1583 Surface collection obsidian Adi Atero (54-33-092) 68 BC, 86 Michels 2005 
PSU #1584 Surftce collection obsidian Adi Atero (54-33-092) AD 437 71 Michels 2005 
PSU #1585 Surfac.c: collection obsidian Adi Atero (54-33-092) AD 44 60 Michels 2005 
PSU #1594 Surface collection obsidian Melazo (55- 51-098) 192 BC 72 Michels 2005 
PSU #1611 Surface collection obsidian Gobochela (65-11-036) 140 BC 73 Michels 2005 
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PSU #1612 Surface collection obsidian Gobochela-{65-11-036) 138BC 103 Michels 2005 
PSU #1613 Surface collection obsidian Gobochela {65-11-036) 138 BC 84 Michels 2005 
PSU #1614 Surface collection obsidian Gobochela(65-11 -036) 1148 BC, 102 Michels 2005 
PSU #1615 Surface collection obsidian Gobochela (65-11-036) 180 BC 106 Michels 2005 
rsu #.1620 Surface collection obsidian Melazo (65-11-065) 394 BC 111 Michels 2005 
PSU #1619 Surface collection obsidian Melazo !65--11-065) 243 BC 86 Michels 2005 
PSU #1617 Surface collection obsidian Melazo (65-11-01)5) 222 BC, 129 Michels 2005 
PSU #1621 Surface collection obsidian Melazo {65-11-065) 222 BC 129 Michels 2005 
PSU #1616 Surface collection obsidian Melazo {65-11-065) AD 92 83 Michels 2005 
PSU #1618 Surface collection obsidian Melazo {65-11-065) AD 102,67 Michels 2005 
PSU #1403 Surface colJection obsidian Hanza Moholita {20-21-018) AD 153 126 Michels 2005 
PSU #1397 Surface collection obsidian Hanza Moholita !20-21-018) AD 135,26 Michels 2005 
PSU #1412 Surface collection obsidian Musa Metahen !20-23-024) AD 55,63 Michels 2005 
PSU #1413 Surface collection obsidian Mus a Metahen !20-23-024) AD 108 98 Michels 2005 
PSU #1414 Surface collection obsidian Musa Metahen !20-23-024) 36 BC 65 Michels 2005 
PSU #1417 Surface collection obsidian Musa Metahen !20-23-024) 17 BC, 74 Michels 2005 
PSU #1415 Surface collection obsidian Musa Metahen (20-23.-024) 175 BC, 28 Michels 2005 
PSU #1416 Surface collection obsidian Musa Metahen (20-23-024) 213 BC 77 Michels 2005 
PSU #1419 Surface col1ection obsidian Aoudi Welka {20-23-069) AD 69 85 Michels 2005 
PSU #1420 Surface collection obsidian Aoudi \Velka (20-23-069) 59 BC 155 Michels 2005 
PSU #t4l!lz Surface collection obsidian Aoudi Welka {20-23-069) AD 48 107 Michels 2005 
PSU #1423 Surfa~e collection obsidian Aoudi Welka (20-23-069) AD 48 129 Michels 2005 
PSU #1421 Surface collection obsidian Aoudi Welka (Z0-23-069) AD 391 97 Michels 2005 
PSU #1424 Surface collection obsidian Min Gerw Abi Adi {20-32-047) AD 111 63 Michels 2005 
PSU #1426 Surface collection obsidian Min Get2er Abi Adi !20-32-047) AD 153 41 Michels 2005 
PSU #1427 Surface collection obsidian Min Geroer Abi Adi !20-32-047) 81 BC 88 Michcls2005 
PSU #1428 Surface collection obsidian Min Ger•er Abi Adi (20-32-047) 16 BC 131 Michels 2005 
PSU #1429 Surface collection obsidian Min Geroer Abi Adi {20-32-047) 59 BC 133 Michels 2005 
PSU #1425 Surface collection obsidian Min Ger•er Abi Adi {20-32-047) AD 193,82 Michels 2005 
PSU #1430 Surface collection obsidian Mirai Aha Afsea {20-34-001) AD 153 83 Michels 2005 
PSU #1431 Surface collection obsidian Mirai Aha Afsea {20-34-001) AD 153 62 Michels 2005 
PSU #1432 Surface collection obsidian Mirai Aha Afsea (20-34-001) AD 132 105 Michels 2005 
PSU #1433 Surface collection obsidian Mirai Aha Afsea !20-34-001) AD 173 104 Michels 2005 
PSU #1434 Surface collection obsidian Mirai Aha Afsea !20-34-001) AD 111,106 Michels 2005 
PSU #1435 SuJface collection obsidian ·Mirai Aha Afsea (20-34-001) 59 BC 66 Michels 2005 
PSU #1436 Surface collection obsidian Sefra de. Gezmati (20-42-002) AD 153,62 Michels 2005 
PSU #1437 Surface collection obsidian Sefra de Gezmati (20-42-002) AD111 106 Michels 2005 
PSU #1438 Surface collection obsidian Sefra de Gezmati {20-42-002) 16 BC 87 Michels 2005 
PSU #1439 Surface collection obsidian Sefra de Gezmati {20-42-002) 59 BC 44 Michels 2005 
PSU #1440 Surface collection obsidian Sefra de Gezmati {20-4 2-00Zl AD 132 105 Michels 2005 
PSU #1441 Stuface collection obsidian Sefra de Gezmati {20-42-00Z) 37 BC 65 Michels 2005 
PSU #1442 Surface collection obsiilian Enda Mariam Wiste (28-43-031) 118 BC 83 Michels 2005 
PSU #1444 Smface. collection obsidian Enda Mariam Wiste {28-43-03 i )- 138 BC 43 Michels 2005 
PSU #1445 Smface collection obsidian Enda Mariam Wiste (28-43-031 \ 36 BC 144 Michels 2005 
PSU #1446 Sw:face collection obsidian Enda Mariam Wiste !28-43-031) 77 BC, 103 Michels ~005 
PSU #1443 Surface collection obsidian Enda Mariam Wiste !28-43-031) 234 BC, 57 Michels 2005 
PSU #1460 Surface collection obsidian Mai Mahimbo !29-24-036) AD 74 82 Michels 2005 
PSU #1461 Surface collection obsidian Mai Mahimbo (29-24-036) AD 53 41 Michels 2005 
PSU #1465 Surface collection obsidian Mai Mahimbo (29-24-036) AD 33 125 Michels 2005 
PSU #1462 Surface collection obsidian Mai Mahimbo {29-24-036) 114 BC, 64 Michels 2005 
PSU #1464 Surface collection obsidian Mai Mahimbo {29-24-036) 114 BC, 152 Michels 2005 
PSU #1463 Surface collection obsidian Mai Mahimbo {29-24-036) 178 BC 154 Michels 2005 
PSU #1467 Surface collection obsidian Soheferes !29-43-017) AD 12 147 Michels 2005 




PSU #1466 Surface coUection obsidian Sohefms (29-43-017) AD 634 104 Michels 2005 
PSU #1469 Surf•ce collection obsidian Soheferes (29-43-017) AD 651 121 Michels 2005 
PSU #1470 Surface collection obsidian Soheferes (29-43-017) AD 505 41 Michels 2005 
PSU #1476 Surface collection obsidian Daro Atem (30-31-054) AD25 73 Michels 2005 
PSU #1478 Surface collection obsidian Daro Atem(30-31-054) AD 25 41 Michels 2005 
rsu #1479 Surface collection obsidian Daro Atem (30-31-054) AD 145 56 Michels 2005 
PSU #1481 Surface collection obsidian Duo Atem (30-31-054) AD 41 24 Michels 2005 
PSU #1477 Surface collection obsidian Daro A tern (30-31-054) AD 290,45 Michels 2005 










I Collection !Accession No. I Type I Metal I Reign(?) I Welght(gm) I Location I Sourc I 
British Museum BM 3JJ989-5-18-2) 1 Gold Endubis 2.38 London Munro-Hay 999 
Baghdassarian Collection Baghd 7 1 Gold Endubis 2.44 Private Oddy & Munro- ay 1980 
Baghdassarlan Collection Baghd 6 1 Gold Endubis 2.57 Private Oddy & Munro- ay 1980 
Baghdassarlan Collection Baghd 5 1 Gold Endubts 2.62 Private Oddy & Munro- ay 1980 
Munro-Hay Collection MH 1 1 Gold Endubts 2.63 Addis Ababa Munro-Hay 986 
British Museum BM 2 (1989-5-18-1) 1 Gold Endubis 2.64 London Munro-Hay 999 
Baghdassarian Collection Baghd 4 1 Gold Endubis 2.65 Private Oddy & Munro- ay 1980 
Munro-Hay Collection MH2 1 Gold Endubls 2.66 Addis Ababa Munro-Hay 986 
Roman Collection 1 1 Gold Endubls 2.66 Private Padronl1~7 
American Numismatic Society 1 Gold Endubls 2.67 London Munro-Hay 978 
Baghdassarlan Collection Baghd 3 1 Gold Endubis 2.67 Private Oddy & Munro- ay 1980 
Staatllche Museen zu Berlin Berlin 296/1911 1 Gold Endubis 2.67 Berlin Littmann 1 13 
Lenker Collection 1 Gold Endubis 2.67 Private Munro-Hay & Juel~ensen 1995 
Ashmolean Museum SG 511 of Source 1 Gold Endubis 2.68 Oxford Oddy & Munro- ay 1980 
Bibltotheque Nationale Cote 5,1962 1 Gold Endubis 2.69 Paris Munro-Hay & Juel ensen 1995 
Juei-Jensen Collection JJ 383 1 Gold Endubls 2.69 Oxford Munro-HIIY_ & Juei .ensen 1995 
Baghdassarian Collection Baghd 2 1 Gold Endubis 2.72 Private Oddy & Munro- ay 1980 
Juet-Jensen Collection JJ 379 1 Gold Endubis 2.73 Oxford Munro-Hay_& Juei ensen 1995 
Baghdassarlan Collection Baghd 1 1 Gold Endubis 2.74 Private Oddy & Munro- ay 1980 
State Hermitage Museum 1 Gold Endubis 2.75 St. Petersburg Gomung 1 73 
Roman Collection 2 1 Gold Endubis 2.76 Private Padroni1 97 
British Museum BM 1 (1969-6-24-1) 1 Gold Endubis 2.81 London Munro-Hay t 999 
Vaccaro Collection V.5 4 Gold AJ!hllas 2.30 Private Vaccaro 1969 
Bibllotheque Nattonale K 2177 (1877) 4 Gold 1\Qhllas 2.44 Paris Kammerer 1926 
Juei-Jensen Collection JJ 79 6 Gold Aphiias 1.39 Oxford Juet-Jensen ~ 989 
Juet-Jensen Collection JJ 404 7 Gold Aphllas 0.66 Oxford Munro-Hay & Juet-Jmsen 1995 
Roman Collection 21 8 Gold Aphllas 0.27 Private Padroni 19197 
Roman Collection 20 8 Gold Aphllas 0.28 Private Padronl19 7 
British Museum BM 10 (1961-10-3-1) 8 Gold Aphllas 0.31 London Munro-Hay 999 
Munro-Hay Collection MH477 8 Gold Aphllas 0.31 Addis Ababa Munro-Hay 986 
Vaccaro Collection V.6 8 Gold Aphllas 0.32 Private Munro-HIIY_ & Juel- j:lnsen 1995 
State Hermitage Museum 8 Gold Aphilas 0.32 St. Petersburg Gomung 1 73 
Roman Collection 19 8 Gold Aphllas 0.32 Private Padroni 1997 
Munro-Hay Collection MH 8 8 Gold Aphilas 0.32 Addis Ababa Munro-HIIY__1986 
British Museum BM 11 (1989-5-18-7) 8 Gold Aphllas 0.33 London Munro-Hay 1999 
Roman Collection 18 8 Gold Aphilas 0.33 Private Padroni1997 
Munro-Hay Collection MH9 8 Gold Aphllas 0.33 Addis Ababa Munro-Hay 1986 
Blbliotheque Natlonale 1967.434 8 Gold Aphllas 0.34 Paris Munro-Hay & Juet-Jilnsen 1995 
Baghdassarlan Collection Baghd. 12 8 Gold Aphllas 0.34 Private Oddle & Munro-fiay 1980 
Baghdassarlan Collection Baghd. 13 8 Gold Aphilas 0.34 Private Oddie & Munro-1-jay 1980 
Ashmolean Museum SG 522 of Source 8 Gold Aphilas 0.34 Oxford Oddle & Munro-tiay 1980 
Munro-Hay Collection MH10 8 Gold Aphllas 0.35 Addis Ababa Munro-Hay 1986 
Munro-Hay Collection MH481 8 Gold Aphiias 0.36 Addis Ababa Munro-Hay ~86 
Bibllotheque Nallonale N.3458 (1912) 15 Gold Wazeba 2.05 Paris Kammerer 1 ~26 
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British Museum BM 26 (1925-11-12·1) 20 Gold Ousanas 2.57 London Munro-Hay 1999 
Blbllotheque Nationale N 3363 (1912) 21 Gold Ousanas 2.23 Paris Kammerer 926 
Munro-Hay Collection MH20 22 Gold Ousanas 2.22 Addis Ababa Munro-Hay 1986 
Hahn Collection Ousanas 6 23 Gold Ousanas 1.55 Private Hahn 19 9 
Juei·Jensen Collection JJ 112 23 Gold Ousanas 2.03 Oxford Juel-Jensen 1989 
Hahn Collection Ousanas 5 23 Gold Ousanas 2.19 Private Hahn 19 ~ 
Hahn Collection Ousanas 4 23 Gold Ousanas 2.22 Private Hahn 19 ~ 
Juei-Jensen Collection JJ 403 24 Gold Ousanas 2.13 Oxford Juei-Jensen 1994 
Hahn Collection Ousanas 3 24 Gold Ousanas 2.26 Private Hahn 19 9 
Hahn Collection Ousanas 2 24 Gold Ousanas 2.29 Private Hahn 19 9 
Hahn Collection Ousanas 1 24 Gold Ousanas 2.30 Private Hahn 19 19 
Bibllotheque Nationale N 3364 (1912) 35 Gold Ezanas 2.18 Paris Kammerer 926 
Roman Collection 70 36 Gold Ezanas 1.55 Private Pedronl1 97 
Fltzwllllan Museum CM 59-1953 36 Gold Ezanas 1.60 Cambridge Munro-Hay & Juel· ensen 1995 
Munro-Hay Collection MH36 36 Gold Ezanas 1.72 Addis Ababa Munro-Hay 986 
Blbllotheque Nationale Cote 12 36 Gold Ezanas 1.72 Paris Munro-Hay & Juel- ensen 1995 
American Numismatic Society ANS 1944.100/10465 36 Gold Ezanas 1.76 New York Oddy & Munro-Ray 1980 
American Numismatic Society ANS 1967.154/2 36 Gold Ezanas 1.80 New York Oddy_ & Munro- ay 1980 ,, British Museum BM 52 36 Gold Ezanas 1.84 London Munro-Hay 999 
Blbllotheque Natlonale Cote 13 36 Gold Ezanas 1.88 Paris Munro-Hay & Juel ensen 1995 
• Staatllche Museen zu Berlin 1093/1912 36 Gold Ezanas 1.90 Berlin Littmann 1 13 
Hahn Collection Ezanas 2 36 Gold Ezanas 2.02 Private Hahn 19 19 
Blbllotheque Nationals Cote 14 36 Gold Ezanas 2.05 Paris Munro-Hay & Juel-. ensen 1995 
Bibllothegue Albert I 36 Gold Ezanas 2.15 Brussels Munro-Hay & Juei-.lensen 1995 
Hahn Collection Ezanas 1 36 Gold Ezanas 2.39 Private Hahn 191:9 
Munro-Hay Collection MH37 37 Gold Ezanas 1.51 Addis Ababa Munro-Hay 986 
Munro-Hay Collection MH48 47 Gold Ezanas 1.48 Addis Ababa Munro-Hay 986 
American Numismatic Society ANS 1946.50/1 47 Gold Ezanas 1.84 New York Oddy & Munro- ay 1980 
Bibliotheque Nationale Cote 19 47 Gold Ezanas 1.85 Paris Hahn 19$ 
British Museum BM 74 47 Gold Ezanas 1.93 London Munro-Hay 999 
Vaccaro Collection V. 23 47 Gold Ezanas 1.96 Private Munro-Hay & Juei-Jensen 1995 
Bibliotheque Natlonale N 3366 (1912) 47 Gold Ezanas 1.98 Paris Kammerer 1.926 
B lbliotheque Nations le Cote 20 47 Gold Ezanas 2.04 Paris Hahn 191:13 
Bibllotheque Natlonale N 3365 (1912) 47 Gold Ezanas 2.09 Paris Kammerer 1;926 
Juei-Jensen Collection JJ 77 47 Gold Ezanas 2.10 Oxford Juei.Jensen ~ 988 
British Museum BM75 49 Gold Ezanas 1.45 London Munro-Hay 1999 
Bibliotheque Nationale Cote 21 49 Gold Ezanas 1.53 Paris Munro-Hay & Juei-Jensen 1995 
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Bibliotheque Nationale. Manuscripts Collection. Paris. 
D' Abbadie 108 [Chronicle of History] 
D' Abba die 116 [Lineage of Kings] 
British Library. Manuscripts Collection. London. 
OR 719 [Life of Lalibela] 
OR 821 [Chronicle of Kings] 
Hill Monastic Manuscripts Library. Microfilm Collection. Collegeville, MN. 
EMML 28 [Homily on St. Michael] 
EMML 49 [Chronographia] 
EMML 50 [Glory of Kings and Book of Aksum] 
EMML 61 [Chronicle of Kings] 
EMML 208 [Homily on Yared] 
EMML 233 [Rites of ascetism] 
EMML 247 [Life of Gebre Menfes Qed us] 
EMML 612 [Life of Ze-Michael] 
EMML 633 [Miracles of Ze-Michael] 
EMML 634 [Rites of monk initiation] 
EMML 863 [Homily on Ze-Michael] 
EMML 891 [Life of Ze-Michael] 
EMML 932 [Life of Zena-Markos] 
EMML 1201 [Chronicle of History] 
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EMML 1264 [History of Ethiopia] 
EMML 1313 [History of Ethiopia] 
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EMML 1440 [Life of Ze-Michael] 
EMML 1453 [Life of Tekle-Haymanot] 
EMML 1466 [Chronicle of Kings] 
EMML 1470 [Glory of Kings- Adwa version] 
EMML 1479 [Life of Martyrs] 
EMML 1515 [Glory of Kings] 
EMML 1527 [Glory of Kings] 
EMML 1548 ['Image' of Lalibela, Ne'akuto Le'ab] 
EMML 1610 [Chronicle of Kings] 
EMML 1614 [Life of Lalibela] 
EMML 1758 [Life of Tekle-Haymanot] 
EMML 1763 [Homily on the 'blessed'] 
EMML 1832 [Four Gospels] 
EMML 1834 [Life of the 'blessed'] 
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EMML 1837 [Life of Ne'akuto Le'ab] 
EMML 1940 [Life oflyasus Mo'a] 
EMML 1953 [Life of Ze-Michael] 
EMML 1960 [Homily on Iyasus Mo'a] 
EMML 2039 [Life of Ze-Michael] 
EMML 2101 [Glory of Kings] 
EMML 2134 [Life of Tekle-Haymanot] 
EMML 2171 [Life of Ze-Michael] 
EMML 2504 [Life of Ze-Michael] 
EMML 2672 [Life of Ze-Michael] 
EMML 2782 [Life of Tekle-Haymanot] 
EMML 2836 [Life of Lalibela] 
EMML 2905 [Life of Ze-Michael] 
EMML 2919 [Life of Tekle-Haymanot] 
EMML 3081 [Chronicle of Kings] 
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EMML 3737 [Life of Ze-Michael] 
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Vatican Library. Ethiopic Collection. Vatican City. 
Vat. Etiop. 110 [Life of Abuna Tekle Haymanot] 
Vat. Etiop. 113 [On Nagran] 
Vat. Etiop. 114 [The Coronation rite of Aksum] 
Vat. Etiop. 118 [On Nagran] 
Vat. Etiop. 128 [Book of holy names (on iron)] 
Vat. Borg. Etiop. 22 [Genealogy of monks] 
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